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A bstract
The motion of a fluid with a free surface in a container subject to resonant forcing from
the bottom and side is considered. The evolution of the free surface is shown to be
governed by a forced KdV equation with an additional Fredholm integral term and is
named the KdV-Fredholm equation. The steady-state of the forced KdV-Fredholm is
then studied asymptotically in the limit of small dispersion. Three cases are considered,
the forced KdV, corresponding to the KdV-Fredholm without the Fredholm term; the
forced KdV with a weak Fredholm term; and the steady-state forced KdV-Fredholm
equation. A generalized multiple scales approach is reviewed to study the forced KdV
and the weak KdV-Fredholm equations. This approach is then combined with boundary
layer analysis for integral equations to study the forced KdV-Fredholm. The analytic
work is compared with numerical results.
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C hapter 1
Introduction
The notion of a liquid sloshing in a container is well known. It enters safety considera
tions for the design of almost any moving vehicle or structure containing liquid with a
free surface including, but not limited too, tank-trucks, railway tank-cars, aircraft and
transport ships [14]. In particular, sloshing in its most chaotic form, observed at reso
nance, must be accounted for. Resonant sloshing is most simply illustrated by imagining
a tank with a piston acting at one end. The piston generates a wave and oscillates in
such a way th at the wave receives the same push every time it returns from reflecting
at the closed end, eventually creating resonant effects. Resonant sloshing in a container
has been studied since the first theoretical investigation conducted by Moiseyev [28] but
there are still many aspects which are not well understood.
To understand the importance of sloshing, consider for a moment th at 6 .8 % or 86.4
billion dollars of the Canadian GDP is attributed to energy and 2.2 billion tons of oil
were transported by sea-faring oil tankers in 2006 [8 , 34]. Furthermore, in 2006 the
total displacement of the world fleet of sea-faring merchandise transporters was 960
million deadweight tons [34], While there is no quantitative figure on how significantly
inefficient design for sloshing can affect the world merchant fleet or transport of energy,
we can say with a measure of confidence that even the slightest improvement could
save substantial amounts of capital.

This thesis does not intend contribute to such

design improvements, nor is it directed at saving capital. This work is a mathematical
investigation of sloshing and the theoretical system under consideration is necessarily
idealized. The figures serve to show th at in an industry with such extensive economic
influence, analytic mathematical development for even highly idealized theory in the
analysis of sloshing is a potentially valuable contribution.

1

Idealized theory, and the
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mathematical development necessary for its analysis, provides the foundation for further
and more relevant generalizations. This theoretical and mathematical development is
our motivation.
Broadly speaking, there are three types of sloshing in rectangular containers that
have dominated research since Moiseyev [28]. The first, which we will call surging, is
precisely the example we illustrated above to describe sloshing, where the side is forced
resonantly.

The second, pitching, is when the container tips back and forth at the

resonant frequency of the wave and the final type is simply a combination of both.
Moiseyev’s study considered surging for a relatively deep volume of fluid. Chester [9]
and Chester and Bones [10] then conducted an independent study developing a steadystate sloshing theory for surging tanks and corroborated this experimentally. Resonant
surface waves in general were considered by Ockendon and Ockendon [30] in a number
of different scenarios including resonant sloshing, the case of shallow water surging being
treated more thoroughly in [31]. This again, however, was a derivation of the steadystate equation and the full evolution for the shape of shallow water surging waves was
given by Cox and Mortell [12] in the form of a forced Korteweg-deVries (fKdV) equation.
This equation was in turn studied analytically by Amundsen et al. [3]. More recently,
experimental work on two-dimensional surging waves has been performed by Kobine
[23] which exhibited characteristics analogous to those observed by Chester and Bones
[10]. We note th at in each theoretical surging study, a single closed form differential
equation amenable to asymptotic analysis was found, i.e. the theory was analytically
tractable. Pitching has been considered most notably by Faltinsen and Timokha [13] and
their findings indicate th at there are significant challenges associated with analyzing the
phenomena. The challenge we are primarily concerned with is the analytic intractability
of the asymptotic theory of pitching which is, at present, largely studied numerically
[13]Intuitively, there are forcing elements in pitching which can be attributed to surging
forcing as well as varying the height or gravity of the container. To theoretically explore
these forcing elements, this thesis considers the motion of a shallow fluid in a container
undergoing horizontal forcing as well as vertical forcing from the bottom. It is by exam
ining these effects exclusively, while ignoring rotational effects, th at we take a natural
first step in analytically bridging the theories of surging and pitching.
The case of vertically forced fluid surfaces has been studied in connection with air
motion and water waves [30]. The scenario of combining forcing at the bottom and side
of the tank has, to the author’s knowledge, not been considered. To pursue an analytical
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bridge between surging and pitching, we look to determine an asymptotic, analytically
tractable, model equation describing the system and develop the necessary mathematical
tools for studying this equation.
We now outline the organization of this thesis. In Chapter Two, we use the deriva
tion technique of Cox and Mortell [12] to show that a resonantly forced KdV-Fredholm
equation governs the evolution of the location of the free surface of an inviscid fluid in a
tank undergoing vertical and horizontal forcing. Dissipation is then incorporated in the
form of a Burger’s damping term and justification for this is provided. The equation,
to the author’s knowledge, is of a novel type and the logic behind its naming is also
described. The steady-state of the forced KdV-Fredholm equation
u 2( x ) + v

J

COS 7r(x + v)u(v)dv + fj,u' + cos(7rx) —c,

( 1.1)

is then studied asymptotically in the limit A <C 1 in the subsequent chapters. Chapter
Three studies (1.1) with u = 0, recovering the steady-state fKdV and amounts to a
review of the work of Amundsen et al. [3] with a comment on nonlinear WKB theory. In
Chapter Four, the integral term is introduced weakly and studied in a manner similar to
the fKdV. In Chapter Five, the equation is studied with the integral term at the same
order as the horizontal forcing. To do so, a method for asymptotically studying integral
equations attributed to Angell and Olmstead [4, 5] is briefly reviewed and subsequently
combined with the analysis of Amundsen et al. [3]. The work is effectively self-contained,
the relevant background consisting of standard perturbative techniques.

C hapter 2
G overning Partial
D ifferential-Integral E quation
2.1

Introduction

The complete water-wave problem given in the next section is, in general, very difficult
to solve numerically let alone analytically. By and large, the field of wave modelling relies
heavily on seeking approximate equations to this based on small param eters th at dictate
the particular regime of interest, e.g. shallow water, deep water or small amplitude.
The predictions based upon these approximate equations or systems of equations tend
to agree very well with the experimentally observed phenomena of interest making them
an attractive analytic tool in studying the full wave problem.
As described in the introduction and motivation, Chester and Bones [10] as well as
Ockendon and Ockendon [31] derived closed form ordinary differential equations describ
ing horizontally resonantly forced shallow waves in a tank. This, however, only described
the steady state of the wave and soon after, the question of how the wave evolved was
answered by Cox and Mortell [12]. The equation modelling the evolution of the wave
undergoing surging was a periodically forced KdV equation. Cox and Mortell [12] arrived
at the equation by expanding the velocity potential and the location of the free surface
in an asymptotic series with the small parameters being the amplitude of the forcing
and the aspect ratio of the undisturbed height of the fluid to the length of the tank.
There are of course, other avenues one can follow when deriving approximate equations.
A recent technique, known as modal analysis, involves expanding the velocity potential
and location of the surface into their Fourier modes and deriving a system of ODE’s
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describing how these modes evolve [32, 13]. These systems tend to be strongly nonlinear,
coupled ODE’s which resist analytic treatm ent and are largely solved numerically. It
is our intention to put nonlinear sloshing with bottom forcing or resonant gravitational
effects, into an analytically tractable setting. In this pursuit, we will be closely following
the technique of Cox and Mortell [12] although slightly adjusted to find the governing
evolution equation of a wave in a tank whose bottom and side are being resonantly forced.
In this chapter we show evolution of the free surface is governed by a periodically
forced KdV equation with a Fredholm integral term. This equation, to the author’s
knowledge, is of a novel type and the nomenclature is justified within in chapter. In
Section 2.2, the full mathematical formulation of the problem with the accompanied
asymptotic assumptions is described. In Section 2.3 the steady-state integro-differential
equation is derived. In Section 2.4 the full forced KdV-Fredholm equation is derived and
finally in Section 2.5 the inclusion of dissipation is discussed.

2.2

M athem atical Formulation

The system under consideration is the irrotational motion of an invisicid, incompressible,
homogeneous fluid of constant density po subject to a constant gravitational force with
acceleration g. The fluid is initially at rest with an undisturbed height H contained in a
rectangular tank of length L which is closed and impermeable at one end, x = 0. and has
a pair of idealized oscillatory wave makers. One wave-maker has a maximum amplitude
I located at x = L —I cos(ujt) and corresponds to a purely horizontal forcing. The other
has an amplitude of h located at y — —H + h c o s ^ t ) and corresponds to a vertical
forcing with a different frequency.
W ithin the fluid body domain T(r/) = {(x, y) : 0 < x < L — lcos(uit), —H +
h cos(u;21) < y < r)(x, t ) } where r](x, t ) is the location of the surface, the velocity potential
of the fluid 4>(x, y, t) satisfies Laplace’s equation,
*Pxx

&yy

^•

( 2 *1)

As the tank is closed and immobile at x = 0, 0(x, y, t ) is subject to the boundary
condition
4>x = 0

at x = 0 .

(2 .2 )

The wave makers dictate the fluid velocity normal to their respective portions of the
boundary implying
<px =

ojI sin(ujt)

at x = L —lcos(cut),

(2.3)
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4>y = —u)2 hsm(u>2 t)

at y = —H + h c o s ^ t ) .

(2-4)

Along the surface y = rf(x,t), the kinematic and dynamic conditions apply and read,
respectively,
0)

0y
0* +

\ ( <t>l +

0y) +

(2.5)

on = o,

(2.6)

where g is the gravitational constant. Finally, the initial conditions correspond to that
of a fluid at rest and a forcing beginning just after t = 0 , such that
V = Vt = 0 ^
= 0y = 0

for t < o, - H < y < 0, 0 < x < L.

(2.7)

To derive the closed form equation governing the system of interest, we make the
following assumptions,
• The undisturbed height of the fluid is small with respect to the length of the tank.
• The amplitude of the horizontal forcing is small with respect to the length of the
tank.
• The amplitude of the vertical forcing is small with respect to the undisturbed height
of the fluid.
These assumptions lead naturally to three small dimensionless param eters which char
acterize the motion of the fluid,

e = l <<1'
h
7 — -jj «

•

To introduce the appropriate asymptotics and illuminate the impact of these quanti
ties, we non-dimensionalize the above system by introducing the variables,
,
0

=

<f>
CqV

— F ,

.
t =

ut
— ,
tt '

,

Tf
H’

rj = — ,

,

x
V

X = T ,

,
u

uL
=
2 ttco'

Here, c0 = \JgH is the long-wave speed and we take the bottom forcing to be some integer
multiple of the side forcing or 0 J2 = aou for a € Z, to ensure periodicity of the forcing. It
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V

m

X =

y = —1 -f- •ycos(aTct)
Figure 2.1: Illustration of the theoretical tank set up
should be noted here th at the linear wave speed is taken as th at of a wave in shallow water
of constant depth rather than a variable one. This is justified by the eventual expansion
of the bottom boundary condition around y = —H, mathematically fixing the bottom
and therefore maintaining the leading order wave speed. After dropping the primes, the
above change of variables transforms (2 . 1)-( 2 .6 ) to the following dimensionless system.
$24>xx + <t>yy = 0

4>x = 0

4>x = 2tt£lj sm(irt)

4>y = —2n'yauj sm(ant)

for (x,y) € r (77),

(2 .8 )

at x = 0,

(2.9)

at x = 1 —ecos( 7rt),

(2-10)

at y = —1 + 7 cos(a 7rf),

(2.11)

4>y - S2(2uT]t + <t>xTlx) = 0 ,

( 2 . 12 )

2u)4>t + - ^4>2x + 5 2< ^ + - ? 7 = 0,

(2-13)

and the initial resting fluid conditions remain unchanged.

Figure 2.1 illustrates the

non-dimensionalized theoretical framework.
In order to seek an asymptotic approximation to (2.7)-(2.13), some relationship be
tween 5, e and 7 is needed. Ockendon and Ockendon [30] show th at for O(e) horizontal
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forcing, the amplitude response is 0 ( e ^) which can be captured by adopting the simi
larity relation
S2 =
where

k

is 0(1 ) in e.

ke T

(2.14)

In the absence of vertical forcing, this eliminates the leading

order dependence of (f>(x, y, t) on y and eventually strikes a balance between nonlinear
and dispersive effects which become dominant over the linear acoustic growth as the
amplitude of the wave transitions from O(e) to 0(e^ ). The justification for this scaling
was founded in the experimental work of Chester and Bones [10] who recorded a balance
between dispersion and nonlinearity which manifested in soliton like entities that arouse
near and at resonance. The present study is a highly idealized, fictitious system and
as a result direct experimental comparison is presently unavailable. Our goal of finding
an analytically tractable model, however, remains unchanged. In particular, we wish
to theoretically explore coupling effects between the vertical and the horizontal forcing.
Intuitively, strong coupling would arise only if the magnitude of the bottom forcing is
either larger or equivalent to the horizontal forcing, thus we can impose the similarity
relation on 7 to be
7 = /3e,

(2.15)

where (5 is 0 ( 1) in s. To analytically develop the theory of sloshing forward in the most
natural manner, we adopt the same similarity relation as Cox and Mortell and Ockendon
and Ockendon [12 , 30] for the aspect ratio given by (2.14). This is a reasonable direction
of study. We are still anticipating a resonant response from the bottom forcing of 0(s%)
but we are overlooking the possibility of violent behaviour characteristic of pitching
normally found with similarity relations such as 52 = Re'i or 52 = ke? [13]. Here we are
forced to rely on intuition to justify this. The particularly violent behaviour discussed by
Faltinsen and Timohka [13] is experimentally verified as a result of the angular motion
of the tank.

This

angular motion would, in all likelihood, accelerate the wavespeed as

it approaches the walls causing run-up or breaking. In ourformulation, the wave speed
effectively remains constant as commented on in the next section, so in the absence of
such acceleration we would assume the scaling adopted from Ockendon and Ockendon
[30] to be reasonable.
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Steady-State D erivation

Using these scalings, <f>(x, y, t ) and rj(x, t) can be expanded in a power series of e while
making a small am plitude assumption, as follows
0 (x, y , t ) = £^<t>a{x, y, t) + e 0 i(x, y, t) + E^fcix, y, t) + 0 ( e 2),

^

T](x,t) = £ 2 T]o(x,t) +£7]i(x,t) + £ 2 T]2(x,t) + 0 ( £ 2).
The choice to begin the series at £5 rather than at e is discussed in detail at the end
of the derivation. The technique of Cox and Mortell [12] we will be following can be
summarized by:
1 . Solving Laplace’s equation with linear functions of y and arbitrary functions 0l(x, t).

2. Using these solutions to derive successive wave equations for the functions 8i(x ,t)
on the surface.
3. Solving these wave equations with general solutions such th at they satisfy the
boundary condition at x = 0
4. Impose the boundary condition to this general solution at x = 1 to obtain a integrodifferential equation.

2.3.1

L aplace’s E quation

Substituting the expansion for 0(x, y, t) into Laplace’s equation gives for the first few
orders,
0 ( £ 2 ) —>• <pOyy = 0 ,

0(e)

4>iyy = —k &qxxi

3

C ^(£2 )

^ 0 2 yy

^ 0 1 :rz*

As we will find in a moment, the leading order acoustic wave speed is just one, implying a
resonant frequency u =

W ith this in mind we introduce a detuning param eter A G 1

such that
e5A = 2 o ; - l .

(2.17)

Note that by taking the forcing frequency to be the fundamental frequency u) = | the
detuning param eter A simply becomes zero. As experimenters will generally resonantly
force a tank at differing values ui to explore different behaviour (see [13]), A as we have
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introduced is a practical artifact to facilitate the connections of this work to experiment
by allowing us to mathematically vary the frequency. The power of epsilon predicts the
existence of a resonant band of width e 5 in which nonlinear and dispersive effects are
pertinent, and thus by “tuning” A all possible behaviour in the band can be explored.
Substituting the relation between 7 and e as well as 2cu = e^A + 1 into the bottom
boundary condition (2 . 11 ) and expanding around around y = - 1 gives,
0 ( e 2 ) —> 4>qv = 0 ,
O(e)

4>iy = —/3an sin(airt),

0 ( e i ) -» 4>2y = —A/3a7r sin(o:7rt).

The consecutive Laplace’s equations with their respective boundary conditions can be
solved to get,
4>0 = 90( x , t ) ,

(2.18)

(pi =

0i (x , t) - K,(y + \ y 2)9oxx - ttp a y sin(aTrf).

(2.19)

02 =

92{ x , t ) - n ( y + \ y 2) 0 Xxx +

k2{

- \ y + ± y 3 + ± y 4) d % - A 7r/3aysin(a7rt), (2.20)

Note th at these solutions hold for t > 0, as for t < 0 the forced boundaries are immobile.

2.3.2

Surface C onditions

Substituting the expansion for 0(x, y. t ) and r/(x, t ) as well as the parameters 7 , S and oj
in terms of e into the dynamic condition (2.13) yields at the first few orders,

0 ( e 2) —>■

0ot + % = 0,

O(e) —>■ 0 it + A 0 o* + r)i + 0 ^ = 0 .

( 2 . 21)
( 2 . 22 )

Similarly the first few orders for the kinematic condition (2.12) are
0 (e) —>

0i y — KrjQt — 0,

0 ( e 2) —> 4>2y —k (t]u + A 7701 + Vox&ox) — 0.

(2.23)
(2.24)

The expressions found for the respective functions 0j substituted into (2.21)-(2.24) will
yield a wave equation for both 8q and 9\. While the details of this are simple, they
are not immediately obvious and deserve to be shown in full for the derivation of the
9o(x,t) wave equation. Rearranging (2.21) for rj0: substituting the expression for 0 O and
differentiating in t gives,
rjot = - 0 ott ( x , t ) .
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Substituting this and the expression for <p\ into the kinematic condition (2.23) gives
dy$y9x{x,t) - n(y + | y2)90xx ~ nflay sin(a 7ri)}|
=>■ -

k (0qxx

+ nOott = 0,

- 0ott) - £^ ktjq9QXX = afi-n sin(a:7rf).

Thus the leading order wave equation for 9q is
Qqxx - 0ott = -

K

sin(mr£).

(2.25)

The nonlinearity £^ ki )q9qxx is carried into the kinematic condition at 0( e) . The same
substitutions and arrangements can be made to find the wave equation for 9i(x,t),
6ixx ~ @\tt = 2A#ott ~ \

k 8 x 9$

+ 29ox 9oxt + 9ot9oxx —

sin(7nf).

(2.26)

We now turn to solving the wave equations in general and applying the boundary con
ditions. Solving the governing equation for 9q in general yields
9q = f ( x + t — I) + g(t — x )

— sin(a 7rf),
nan

(2.27)

and applying the boundary condition (2.9) at the immobile left wall gives
f ( t - 1) = g'(t).

(2.28)

The boundary condition (2.10) implies th at
f ( t ) = f \ t - 2),

(2.29)

providing us with the so-called “acoustic representation” [12] ofthe velocity potential
given by
-

9q — f ( x + i — 1) + f ( t — x — 1 ) — sin(a 7rt),
(2.30)
Kan
where / is an initially even, arbitrary, 2-periodic function. Note th at the initial evenness
satisfies the initial conditions. We can see that the sinusoidal term is the linear response
of the system to the bottom forcing in the absence of an initial wave. To fully determine
the general function / we move to the second order approximation of 0 (x, y, t) retaining
the representation (2.27) of 9q(x, t) for simplicity. Solving for the particular solution of
(2.26) yields
9i(x,t) = - ± K x { f m(x + t - 1) - g ' " ( t - x ) } + A x { f ( x + t - 1) ~ g ' ( t - x ) }
+ \

+ t - 1 )g'(t - x ) + g'(t - x ) f ( x + t - 1)} + ^ @ ( / " , / )
+

fx { f ' { x

+ t - l )2 - g'(t - x f ) } + ^

sin(o;7ri),

(2.31)
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where
/*X
© (/", g") — I sin(a7r(s —x + t))f"(2s —x + 1 — 1) —sin(o:7r(x —s + t))g"(x —2s + t)ds.
Jo
Note th at using the relation (2.28) this expression also satisfies the boundary condition
at the left side of the tank (2.9). Applying the entire expansion of (j)(x,y,t) to satisfy
the right boundary condition, we adopt the representation
<Ae — £*@0x + £0ix + • •

■

as <fiix = Six for y = 0 + e^rjo + — Letting h(t) = f '( t) we truncate at 92 to get the full
delayed-integro-differential equation,

e7rsin(7rt) = e* ^h (f) —h(t — 2 )

+ £| _ i«{/i"(*) - h”(t - 2 )} - £«{&'"(*) + ti"(t - 2 )}
+ A {h(t) — h{t —2)} + A {h'(t) + h'(t —2)}
| {h2(t) —h 2(t —2 )} + ^{h( t)h'(t) + h(t — 2 )h'(t — 2 )}
+ \{h '{t-2 )

J

h(s)ds-h'{t)

J

/i(s)d sj + (3dxO{h{t))\x= i ^ , (2.32)

where ^8 = Q.K7C and
dxQ\x==\ = sin(a7r(t — 1))h'(t) —sin(o!7r(t — 1))h'{t —2)
+

f

sin(o;7r(t + s — l)h"(t -f 2s —2) + sin(a;7r(f —s + l))h"(t — 2s)ds.

(2.33)

Jo
The relation, h(t) = h(t — 2) from (2.29) implies we are seeking solutions with the same
period as the driver and leaves the integro-differential equation,
lh(t)ti(t) + A t i( t ) - §ti"(t) + i3e(h"(t)) = f sin(Trt),

(2.34)

where
Q(h"(t)) =

f

Jo

sm(an(t + s — l)h"(t + 2s) + sm(an(t — s + l))h"(t — 2s)ds.

(2.35)
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Note this agrees with Cox and Mortell [12] for zero vertical forcing, ie. when /3 = 0.
There is a step in methodology of Cox and Mortell [12] we have skipped. At the end
of their analysis, h(t) is re-scaled by a power of e*. This serves to match the dispersive
and nonlinear effects to the same order of e as the external forcing. This is something
already achieved in our delayed-integro-differential equation in the absence of such a re
scaling. One can readily verify that re-scaling h(t) = e^h{t) and taking /3 = 0 recovers
the delayed-differential equation of Cox and Mortell [12]. The subtle difference in our
technique is we anticipated this re-scaling by re-scaling the original ansatz, beginning
the expansions at £2 rather th at e. This bypasses the acoustic response prediction that,
before re-scaling, h(t) = £sin(7r£). This acoustic response clearly becomes unbounded
and thus the appropriate balance requires a re-scaling of h(t). T hat we have recovered
the same equation by re-scaling at the beginning shows there is a transitivity to this
singular perturbation argument. In order words, in the absence of bottom forcing there
is no difference between re-scaling the original series expansions and re-scaling h(t) at
the end of the derivation.
The necessity of using this transitivity in our work was to solve a troublesome illposedness problem. Supposing for a moment th at we had taken the expansion for
4>(x, y, t ) to begin at 0 ( e ) while leaving all other scalings and the system unaltered.
The leading order system for 0 q would be the following
(pQyy = 0 ,
<poy — —/ta7r sin(a7r£),
0Oy = O,

y — —1,

y = 0 + £^r)o-

The first two obviously arise from Laplace’s equation and the bottom boundary condition
and the last from the kinematic condition (2.12). The leading order Laplace solution
would still be a linear function of y however, its “slope” function of x and t have to
be equal to both the forcing on the bottom and zero on the surface. The implication
here is if we do not incorporate the singular perturbation argument into the original
expansions, we can not even begin a proper derivation. The discovery of this transitivity
is of tremendous importance for the analysis of shallow water systems with bottom
forcing.
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The KdV-Fredholm Equation

Returning to the derivation, we comment th at the integro-differential equation in (2.34)
represents the steady-state response of the system. Exercising a bit of physical intuition,
one can imagine th at waves gently forced from one side of the tank and the bottom
do not immediately exhibit the nonlinear or dispersive behaviour but would ripple in
a linear fashion. This notion has been corroborated by an abundance of experimental
groups [12, 30, 13] and implies that the acoustic response
7rf
h(t) = — sin( 7rt),

(2.36)

is valid while the wave height is O(e). As long as the waves do not run-up or overturn, ex
periments show the evolution of the wave begins with with acoustic linear growth, tends
towards a shock and eventually nonlinear and dispersive effects balance to avoid discon
tinuities [10]. The singular perturbation argument from the previous section dismissed
the acoustic response on the grounds that it becomes unbounded. While reasonable, this
neglects the validity of the acoustic response within a bounded time-frame. More specifi
cally, the acoustic response is valid in the portion of the evolution when the amplitude is
O(e) until the amplitude reaches O i e ^). From the full-delayed integro-differential equa
tion (2.32) we can notice th at the acoustic response arises from matching the h( t) —h ( t —2)
term at O(e^) with the sinusoidal forcing, a balance th at would require a re-scaling. To
see this note th at the solution to the difference equation
h(t) —h(t —2) = 7r s in 7rf,
is the acoustic response given by (2.36). The nonlinear and dispersive effects dominant
at the steady-state arise from the balance already in place given in equation (2.34). It
seems then, we have discretized the acoustic regime and the nonlinear/dispersive regime
in our perturbative hierarchy. The final step in the derivation then is to incorporate the
validity of the acoustic regime and track the transition when it interchanges dominance
with the nonlinear/dispersive regime. To this end, we introduce a second time scale over
which nonlinear effects become dominant. As t given above reflects the amount of time
for the wave to travel the length of the tank and back, this time-scale is retained and
we introduce r = e^t which reflects the time over which dispersive and nonlinear effects
become substantial . Expanding h(t) in terms of e such that,
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N

(2.37)

h(t; s) = ^ £Jhj(t, t ).
j =o

The periodicity of h(t) is maintained by setting h j t ,

t)

= h i ( t — 2, t ) for i = 0,1, 2 __

Substituting this expansion for h(t) into the delayed-integro-differential equation (2.32),
dividing by e and noting the difference relation (see [12])
dh
h(t —2; e) = h0(t - 2 , r ) —2e^ — - ( t —2, r) + ehi(t —2 , t ) + . . .

(2.38)

OT

yields the governing forced KdV-Fredholm for h0 after applying periodicity,
dh0 3
+
dr

dh0
.d h 0
+ Adt
dt

K(Pho
6^

Porn

“ “ ^

7f

.

(/lo) = 2 Sm(

}

(2.39)

where we have integrated 0 (h) to get
fi(ho)

I sin(o;7r(t
Jo

s — l))ho(t + 2s, r) + sin(o;7r(t —s + 1))h0(t — 2s, r)ds.

(2.40)
Naturally the solution to this equation is subject to the prescribed periodic boundary
condition,
h0(t, t ) = h0(t - 2, r ),

(2.41)

h0(t, 0) = 0.

(2.42)

as well as the initial condition,

The choice of the name for (2.39) is fairly straightforward. We first note th at nomen
clature from the theory of integral equations stipulates th a t any equation in which the
dependent variable appears in a integral whose limits are constants is called a Fredholm
integral equation [6 ]. As the limits of the integral term are constants in our case, and
taking /3 = 0 recovers the forced KdV equation, we name (2.39) the forced KdV-Fredholm
equation.
One can notice immediately that the result of Cox and Mortell [12] is recovered
when the bottom forcing is neglected ((3 = 0) giving the forced Korteweg and De-Vries
equation studied by Amundsen et al. [3]. However, the presence and the form of the
function Q(h0) is novel and its treatm ent constitutes the focus of this thesis. The final
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condition h0 must satisfy, crucial to studying the steady state, is a zero mean over a
period of 2 in the fast time. This amounts to conservation of fluid in the tank. To
determine whether the KdV-Fredholm equation satisfies this property, we will need more
information about O(/i0) discussed in the following subsection.

2.4.1

Influence o f V ertical Forcing and T he M ean C ondition

A quick examination of Q shows it is a nonlinear average of the bottom forcing and
the velocity potential over the spatial range of x. Furthermore, the PDE obtained is a
representation of the x velocity component at the mobile boundary, so the Q term can
be seen as the nonlinear average of the vertical forcing and the potential th at affects the
velocity component perpendicular to the motion of bottom forcing. This is the type of
coupling we were seeking when choosing scalings. One rather surprising result is that
Q(h0) = 0 for any odd a. This is not difficult to show but involves some rearrangements.
We first denote the forward and backward travelling portion of the term I\ and / 2 as
follows,

h
(2.43)
where the superscript of o is in place to denote odd. W hat is immediately noticeable is
th at, by the oddness of a (o), I\ can be written,

and similarly for / 2. Substituting s = —s for / 2 and interchanging the limits of integration
gives

Shifting by Sx = s + 1, using the oddness of a once again and applying the periodicity
of hQ and leaves,
h = — / sinc^o)7r(t + si — l)h 0(t + 2s! —2, r)dsi = —A,
o
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giving fi(o)(fr0) is equal to zero. Similarly, it can be shown that, for any even integer ct(eK

So in the case of odd integer a, the bottom forcing, including a forcing at the fundamental frequency, has no identifiable nonlinear influence on the x velocity of the wave at
this order. This is counter-intuitive and likely indicates th at the nonlinear effects of odd
integer forcing are encapsulated in a higher order nonlinearity, for example

rather

than within an integral term and their representation would require different scalings.
As even integers are those giving rise to new phenomena, we examine these exclusively
herein.
To derive the mean condition, we need to make a few further re-arrangements to fl.
Assuming hQis a smooth, periodic function, there are a few characteristics of its Fourier
series we can exploit. Defining the Fourier series of h0 on the general interval [a, a + 2]
in t by

n

then the Fourier coefficients, or modes are given by
(2.45)
The remarkable property of this representation of ho is th at a is arbitrary, i.e. there is
no difference between computing a Fourier coefficient on the interval [t, t -1-2] or [0, 2]
(see [35]). W ith this tool in hand, we let v = t + 2s in (2.44), write a ^ = 2n where
n = 1, 2 , 3. . . and use the complex representation of sine to get
Si(A0 ) = - e ” ' /

2

Jt

h0(v,T)e, m dv -

1

I

Jt

W h .t)

e~innvdv.

(2.46)

Using the definition of the Fourier modes above this becomes
(2.47)
which has the nice property that, for any choice of n,
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Therefore we can integrate (2.39) over a period t, use the periodicity of h0 and its initial
condition (2.42) to get the final mean condition
2

h0(t,r)dt = 0

(2.49)

rigorously verifying conservation of the fluid volume.

2.5

D issipative Theory

While the invisicid approximation to studying waves has a long history of being histori
cally successful, the reality is th at any fluid system has some dissipative viscous effects
[2]. The theory of dissipation in fluid systems such as this is really an area of research in
and of itself, for instance see [13]. Chester [9] analyzed the case in which dissipation arose
due to a Stokes boundary layer along the walls of the tank giving rise to the additional
convolution term
OO

U

QL

_

^

(sgn(r) + l ) - ^ ( * - r, r ) |7 r r |^ d r |.

If incorporated, this would be appear on the left side of (2.39) and we note th at £
is proportional to the square root of the kinematic viscosity of the fluid. The main
argument to simplify this term and place it in an analytically tractable framework is that
the kinematic viscosity is also a small parameter. So small in fact, th at there are little
distinguishing attributes differentiating the above integral term and a linear damping
term. This is the argument of Cox and Mortell [12] and it gave excellent agreement with
the forced KdV with the Stokes boundary layer damping term. This choice does, however,
come with the undesired consequence of affecting the mean condition. Therefore, in this
work we adopt a weak Burgers viscosity term, which also has been shown to have similar
physical attributes in Amundsen et al. [3] making (2.39)

dh0
a7 + ^
where g

dh0
A dh0 Kd 3/i0 ^ a7r^ / , \
W + ~m ~ * I F “ T 1n(h°] ~ '* a e

tt . , .
= 2 s m(n t) ’

/n
(2'50)

1 but is 0 ( 1) in e. One can readily verify that the inclusion of such a term

does not affect the mean condition, thus, from a conservation perspective this choice
is consistent with the basic physics of the system. We will call (2.50) the forced KdVFredholm-Burgers equation of fKdVFB for short.
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It should be mentioned, the inclusion of this term is a significant simplification of
the dissipation in more violent instances of sloshing. Faltinsen and Timokha [13] con
sidered sloshing systems in which the tank was pitched and surged as described in the
introduction. These systems can lead to substantially more complex wave behaviour,
specifically “run-up” and breaking of the waves. Run-up is simply the wave travelling
so far up one of the walls th at the normal of the surface nearest to the wall becomes
horizontal. After this occurs, there is a significant energy loss from the wave imploding
on itself [13]. It is this same implosion which gives rise to the energy loss from waves
breaking [13]. Systems in which this kind of behaviour is possible pose a significant
challenge numerically, waves breaking only being properly predicted computationally by
Grilli et al. in 1993 [19]. Needless to say, systems such as this pose a mathematically
daunting challenge analytically [26]. In light of this, we accept the simplification embed
ded in Burgers damping term to continue the pursuit of an analytically tractable model
of sloshing. The compromise is that, if such violent behaviour akin to the observations
in Faltinsen and Timokha [13] were to arise in a (for now, hypothetical) experiment of
our system, this model would likely not be able to predict it.

2.6

Sum m ary

• A periodically forced KdV-Fredholm equation subject to a zero mean condition
and periodic boundary condition was shown to be the governing equation for an
inviscid fluid being resonantly forced from the bottom and side of a open container.
• It was shown that, if the frequency of the bottom forcing is an odd multiple of the
side forcing, the governing equation is simply the periodically forced KdV equation.
• Burgers damping was incorporated into the forced KdV-Fredholm equation to cap
ture the physically present dissipation effects.

C hapter 3
T he S tea d y -S tate Forced K dV
3.1

Introduction

Having our model equation for nonlinear sloshing, the remaining chapters are devoted
to analyzing it perturbatively. To clean up the fKdVFB equation(2.39), we allow for a
small abuse of notation, letting
x = t,

U (x ,t)

= ho(t,r),

AC

A= -,

jSotTT^

v = —

,

a e = a,

(3.1)

and drop the tilde’s to consider the equation, without loss of generality, in the domain
x = [—1,1] and t = [0, oo)
3
2v f l
UT —XUxxx + —UUX+ AU X
/ s m a n ( x + s)U(x + 2s,T)ds —/j,Uxx = 7rsin(7rx). (3.2)
2
7T Jo
We have also dropped the factor of one-half previously acting on the horizontal forcing
which amounts to a small re-scaling, I —» 21, at the beginning of the derivation. Staying in
line with the physics of the problem, we search for a function U(x, r) which is 2-periodic
in x and satisfies the mean condition,
r-l
U(x, r)dx = 0.
-l
For the remainder of the study we only consider the case a = 2, however, it should be

/.!

stressed th at the ensuing methodology applies to any choice of even alpha. In this case
the fKdVFB is given by,
3
UT — AUxxx + - U U X + A Ux
2

2u f 1
/ sin27r(a; + s)U(x + 2s)ds — fiUxx = 7rsin(7rx).
7T Jo
(3.3)
20
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While this PDE-integral equation presents an interesting study in its own right, we will
be concerned with the steady-state implying UT(x, r) = 0 and necessarily
leaving the integro-differential equation,

U(

x

,

t

)

= U(x)

\ u xxx = \ u u x + AUX - — / sin27r(a: + s)U(x + 2s)ds + fxUxx —7rsin(7rx).
Z
7r Jo
Using a linear transformation U( x ) = u(x) — | A this can be reduced to
3
2v f 1
AuXXx = - m « i
/ sin 2ir(x + s)u(x + 2s)ds + nuxx —7r sin(7ra;).
2
tt Jo
The mean condition for u(x) then becomes,

/

1

4
u(x)dx — -A .
o

(3.4)

Adopting the complex representation of sine and using the definition of the Fourier modes
from (2.45), we can rewrite the

sin 2n{x-\-s)u(x+2s)ds term so th at the above becomes

Aitizx = 7^uux - ~ ( u ( - l ) e inx - u (l)e “”rij + fi uxx - 7rsin(7nr).
We are now able to integrate once in x to yield,
Au"{x) = ^m2(x) + u ( u ( - l ) e mx + u( l)e~t7r:r) + [xu' + cos(7rx) —c.

(3.5)

where c is a constant of integration. To complete the clean-up, we replace (n(—l)e l7rz +
u ( l)e _t7ri) with the integral term f ^ 1cosn(x 4- v)u(v)ds to get the principal ordinary
integro-differential equation of interest
3
/
Au"(x) = -m2(x) + v J cos7r(x + v)u(v)dv + fiu' + cos(nx) —c.

(3.6)

Equation (3.6) is now the centrepiece for of our study.
As our variables have undergone a number of changes and redefinitions, it is worth
while to explain how the model equation above (3.6) connects with the original physical
sloshing problem. The first note is th at the variable x in fact represents a time variable
and can be viewed as real-time at the steady-state. The dependent variable u(x) repre
sents the non-dimensionalized horizontal velocity component of the fluid at the mobile
right side of the tank, or (f)0x( x , y , t ) in original variables. Thus by plotting approximate
solutions u(x) versus x we are plotting the non-dimensionalized horizontal velocity of
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Parameter

Physical Meaning

Original Variables

A

Aspect ratio to side forcing.

62/ e ^6

u

Relative strength of bottom forcing to side.

0{-j/82e 2l )

A

Difference of forcing frequency from the resonant.

-

h

Strength of viscous effects.

-

Table 3.1: Physical characteristics of the coefficients in the steady-state KdV-Fredholm
(3.6).

the fluid at the side of the tank in real time, over the domain of one period. The rela
tion between the velocity potential and the free surface is then given by (2.21), or the
free surface condition in which r/o is eliminated from the derivation. Direct comparison
with experiment or computational studies is possible by simply re-dimensionalizing the
velocity potential, u(x), and the time variable, x and using the relationship with the free
surface given in equation (2.21). The physical interpretations of the remaining constant
parameters in the equation are also somewhat masked by a series of renaming in the
derivation and clean-up. Their physical description as well as explicit relations to the
original variables is given in Table 3.1. The parameter v has undergone a number of
renamings so its order in original variables is given rather than its explicit expression.
As mentioned previously, the novelty of equation (3.6) rests solely in the presence of
the Fredholm integral term. As such, we study the equation by increasing its perturbative
strength incrementally. This chapter is devoted to the case in which u = 0, which
physically corresponds to removing the bottom forcing from the theoretical framework.
Chapter Four introduces the v as non-zero, but weakly so and Chapter Five considers
the case in which u is order one. For now, we ignore the damping and return to it in
Section 3.6 .Taking v = 0 and p = 0 in (3.6) leaves us with the steady-state forced KdV
equation
Au"{x) = - u 2(x) + cos(7rx) —c.

(3.7)

This equation was studied by Amundsen et al. [3] and thus this chapter amounts largely
to a review of their work with a comment on a question arising from their work.
In this chapter we study (3.7) with and without damping. In Section 3.2 we study
the phase space of (3.7) when the forcing is constant. In Section 3.3 we outline the
asymptotic assumptions to study (3.7) perturbatively and introduce the methodology
used to seek its asymptotic solutions. In Section 3.4 we derive the outer, non-dispersive
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solutions to (3.7). In Section 3.5 we derive the inner solutions to (3.7) and in Section 3.6
we illustrate the analytic consequences of introducing dissipation.

3.2

The Phase Plane

To study (3.7) qualitatively consider the equation
u"(x) = ^ u2(x) + F

(3.8)

where F is a constant such th at F < 0. This equation eventually arises within a boundary
layer for small A and F corresponds to the forcing within the layer. Figure 3.1 shows
phase plane for the autonomous equation above in the case when F = —I.

In the

subsequent analysis, the saddle point and centre correspond to slowly moving outer
solutions of the non-autonomous fKdV equation while the trajectories correspond to the
rapidly varying inner solutions, the qualitative behaviour being shown in Figure 3.2. The
principal areas of interest for the inner solutions are the regions inside and outside of the
homoclinic orbit. The majority of solutions outside of the homoclinic become unbounded,
however, there is one trajectory which exits the saddle point, traverses terrain exterior
to the homoclinic and then returns to the saddle point where it originated. This type
of solution we will call a single orbit exterior solution and is illustrated in Figure 3.2 b).
The same single orbit possibility exists within the region enclosed by the homoclinic, but
more richly, solutions may enter the homoclinic and orbit the centre as many times as
the mean condition permits before returning to the saddle point, illustrated on the left
of Figure 3.2. It is these multiple orbit solutions th at comprise the main interest of this
chapter and the single orbit solutions will be discussed later on in Chapter Five.

3.3

A sym ptotic A ssum ptions and M odulation T he
ory

3.3.1

A sym p totic A ssum ptions

To be able to handle (3.7) perturbatively, a small parameter needs to be decided upon. In
the proceeding analysis and subsequent chapters we assume a small dispersion parameter,
A « 1.
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Separatrix

Internal

External

u
Figure 3.1: Figure la) in Amundsen et al. illustrating the phase plane to the autonomous,
constant F, system (3.8) [3].
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X

Figure 2. Multiple orbit trajectories for a) internal solution (left), b) external solution (right).
Inset is corresponding spatial dependence of solution over one period.

Figure 3.2: Figure 2 a) and b) in Amundsen et al. [3] illustrating the various qualitative
possibilities of the non-autonomous fKdV system within the boundary layer, ie. (3.8)
where F now varies slowly. The fixed points are now the outer perturbative solutions to
(3.7) allowing the trajectories (the rapidly varying inner solutions) to cross one another.
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As a reminder, A measures the ratio of the square of the aspect ratio of the tank to
the root of the horizontal forcing see Table 3.1. This small dispersion assumption is
largely an experimentally verified assumption. Aside from strong agreement of the work
of Amundsen et al. [3] with the experiments of Chester and Bones [3], the paper by
Faltinsen and Timokha [13] comments th at small dispersion was observed even in systems
with particularly violent behaviour.
While there is a feel of a Russian doll type stacking of small parameters to the small
dispersion assumption, this is justified by recalling the imposition th at k remain order
one in e. Therefore there is nothing impeding us theoretically from taking k to be small
provided it remains independent of powers of epsilon. The small dispersion limit places
(3.7) within reach of a perturbative technique known as modulation theory which we
outline in the next section.

3.3.2

M odulation T heory

We now turn our attention to seeking leading order asymptotic solutions to (3.7). To do
so we employ the method of Amundsen et al. [3] which can be summarized as follows,
1. Determine the leading order outer ( “non-dispersive” ) solutions by expanding u(x)
in a regular perturbation series and solving the leading order problem.
2. Determine the leading order inner ( “dispersive” ) solutions by introducing a gener
alized multiple scales argument.
3. The dispersive solutions will depend on two free, slowly varying param eters which
we determine by removing secularities. The equations arising from removing secu
larises can be considered the “modulation equations”
The method finds its roots in one slightly narrower in scope developed by nonlinear wave
pioneer Gerald W hitham [37, 38]. W hitham ’s elegant technique involves finding quickly
varying, travelling wave solutions to nonlinear wave P D E ’s in terms of a generalized phase
function depending on slowly varying spatial and temporal variables. The leading order
solutions to these wave problems is then solved, leaving its parameters to vary slowly.
To rigorously determine these parameters, variations in the PD E’s Lagrangian in terms
of the slowly varying param eters are then averaged. In the case th at such a Lagrangian
is unavailable, Luke [25] showed th at the slowly varying parameters can be found using
secularity removal techniques such as the Fredholm Alternative described later in this
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chapter. Luke’s work is an extension to partial differential equations of the method
developed by Kuzmak [24] for ordinary differential equations and thus, in literature, the
method employed by Amundsen et al. is sometimes referred to as the Luke-Kuzmak
method [22]. Broadly speaking, all of these methods fall under an area of nonlinear wave
research known as “modulation theory” . A perturbative technique, the overarching idea
in modulation theory is to seek rapid solutions with slowly varying param eters and
then determine how these slowly varying parameters are “modulated” either averaging
conservation laws [27], averaging Lagrangians [38] or removing secularities [25].

We

comment on this to address a question arising from the work of Amundsen et al. regarding
a global, nonlinear WKB technique commented on in Trinh [36].

3.4

N on-dispersive solutions

To initiate the analysis, we follow Amundsen et al. [3] and seek the non-dispersive
solutions by assuming a regular perturbation expansion in A
N

71=0

giving the leading order, non-dispersive solutions as

which are defined and smooth provided c > 1. W hat one can see clearly from the nondispersive solutions is th at they are of a single sign, which implies there is a fairly limited
range of A values of the mean condition (3.4) th at these solutions can satisfy. Of course,
mathematically a combination of the two non-dispersive solutions connected by a shock is
possible, however, in the context of liquid fluids this is an unsatisfactory solution and not
one observed in numerical or physical experiments. The limitations of the non-dispersive
solutions imply the existence of resonant band, briefly addressed in the derivation, in
a neighbourhood of A = 0 which we delineate by A m and A m corresponding to the
minimum and maximum values of A for which the non-dispersive solutions are valid.
Integrating (3.9) over the period [18] gives
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Taking the limit as c —►1, we find from the mean condition (3.4) the resonant band is
delineated by
2v/6
-Am =
7r
Now th at we have a quantitative grasp of the boundaries of the resonant band, we
pursue the rapidly varying dispersive solutions.

3.5

D ispersive Solutions

In the analysis of Amundsen et al. [3] there were two types of dispersive solutions con
sidered. The first were single orbits (external and internal), found using boundary layer
analysis and the second were multiple internal orbits using the generalized multiple scales.
In this section we concern ourselves with the rich possibilities of multiple internal orbits
and return to a discussion of the single orbit solutions in Chapter Five. To derive the
multiple orbit dispersive solutions, we introduce a generalized multiple scale as discussed
in the Section 3.3 defined by
A = ^ 1 +

u!2(x )

+ . ..

(3.10)

v A

and expand u(x) as follows,
u(x) = zQ( x , X ) + V X z i ( x , X ) + . ..

(3.11)

The derivative operator is then transformed to,
d?
5?

f d X \ 2„o
dX ^ n
( ' ) 9 x + 2~ S dxdx + l ^ 8 x +

.

As we are only concerned with deriving a leading order solution, it is the firsttwo orders
of the perturbative hierarchy th at hold any influence on our analysis. W ith this in mind,
substituting X and collecting powers of A gives the new relevantly truncated operator,
^^

+ ^ [ d x d x + u" dx ) + • •

•

Applying this to (3.11) and substituting into (3.7) yields, to leading order,
(u}[fz0x x =

3
-Zq

- c + cos(irx).

(3.12)
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The above has a solution which can be written in closed form using the Jacobi cnoidal
function

_____________________ _____
z 0 = d + acn2( k ( X —Jj), m ) .

(3.13)

where Ji is a phase shift to be determined and the slowly varying param eters are given
by

a = —8

d = ^ K ) 2fc2(2r»2 - ! ) »

3(—C + C0S(7TX))
16(o;/1)4(m4 —m2 + 1)
(3-14)

Here we see th at there are two slowly varying parameters that at present are unde
termined: the derivative of the stretched variable u[ and the elliptic modulus m which
dictates the modulation of frequency in the wave. The next step is to supply the so-called
modulation equations which ensure well-orderedness of the series.

3.5.1

R em oving Secularity

The first measure to avoid secularity is to impose a constant period T in X of the
function. In general, for nonlinear wave equations, Luke [25] describes th at the rapidly
varying solutions are oscillatory ones, periodically visiting a neighbourhood of a nondispersive solutions as illustrated in Figure 3.2 and thus be periodic [25]. The fact that
this period must be independent of x requires a more subtle argument. To see the effect
a period dependent on x would have, note that for functions z ^ x , X ) th a t are T-periodic
in X we would have the relation for each i , n € N,
Z i ( X , x ) = Z i ( X + n T ( x ), x).

Taking the full derivative yields

i ^ dxzi= ^ dxz^x +nT(x)’x)+niLdxziiyX+nT(x)’x)’
which we can see becomes unbounded for large n and relatedly, for large X (note th at this
is the argument of Luke [25]). Thus to eventually enforce a match to the non-dispersive
solutions we require this period T to be simply a constant. This argument, however, does
not specify what constant the period must be. This choice is arbitrary as it amounts to a
constant stretching of the fast variable X which can be absorbed by the u>i(x) functions.
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From the properties of the cnoidal function (see [1]) applying periodicity gives
2K ( m )

4 K ( m ) u } [ ( m 4 — m 2 + 1)?

k

3^ ( —c + cos(7rx))^

where m = m ( x ) and K is the complete elliptic integral of the first kind. We now have
the first necessary expression for the leading order of the stretched variable in terms of
the modulus. Taking T = \

for convenience yields
( - c + ± cos(ttx))5
lu, = ------------- —----------------f .
K ( m ) ( m 4 —m 2 + 1)4

(3.15)

To find a second condition to close the system, we turn to the next order in the perturbative hierarchy given by
3
(u j[)2 Z i x x —

2 Z° Z l

=

~ 2 u;1u,2 Z0 X X ~ 2 w ' i Zo X x — w [ ' z o x -

For brevity we write this as
Lzi = f ( x , X ) ,
where L is given by
L = K M

- ^zo,

which we recognize as the steady-state Schrodinger operator. The property of L we
intend to exploit is self-adjointness. The solution we are seeking is one th at is analytic
and thus resides in the Hilbert space C'°°([—1,1] x (5 — x/A,<5 + \/A ),R ), where [—1,1]
is the slow variable domain and (S — \/A, <5+ v/A) is the fast variable domain, equipped
with the standard functional inner product given by,
(u, v) = I u(x, X ) v ( x , X ) d X .
JR
For T-periodic u(x, A ) and v(x, X ) we can see that,
(Lu,v) =

fT (
3
fT
3
yiu[)2u x x ~ 2 Zou ) v d X = J (u[)2u vXx ~ ^ z 0u v d X = (u ,L*v).

J

Obviously L* = L giving
(Lu,v) = (u, Lv).
Thus the operator L acting on any function u(x, X ) periodic in X must be orthogonal to
homogeneous solutions, ie. if there exists a periodic v a homogenous solution such that
Lv — 0 then
(Lu, v) = 0.
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This implies th at a necessary and sufficient condition for there to be T- periodic solution
to Lz\ = f ( x , X ) is given a T-periodic v such that Lv = 0, then the functional inner
product (Lzi,v) = 0, implying for Lzi = f ( x , X ) that
( f ( x , X ) , v ) = 0.
This is known in analysis as the Fredholm Alternative. W hat is convenient about taking
this step is th at we are able to entirely bypass solving for z\ to ensure well orderedness
of the asymptotic series. W hat is left is to find such a homogeneous solution. Applying
L to

zqx

we find

3
L zqx

=

( u [ ) 2 Z 0X X X

— 2 Z OZ 0 X -

Differentiating (3.12) with respect to X shows th at the left hand side is zero. Having
found

zqx

to be a homogeneous solution of L, we take the inner product of f ( x , X ) with

Zqx to gain our solvability condition
rT
I

Jo

2u>I10j'2Z q x Z q x X + 2 u j [ z q x Z q X x

ji
+ w'{4x ~ 0-

Noticing th at
d
qx +
d x (u}[z%x
\ i ua,) = ^ "i z ua

d
vQX (2ov) + ^

i z o x Zq x x ,

implying by periodicity of z0 that
d

I

Jo

Zq x d X

—

I

Zq x

-f-

2 lu^ z q x ZQxx d X .

Jo

We can then reduce the above solvability condition to

(3.16)
where C\ is a constant. We will find the denotation of Q as delineated in (3.16) to
be particularly useful in the next section. Examining the Q term closely, we can see
th at this is the sum of the kinetic energy within the boundary layer. Thus this type of
solvability is a condition enforcing adiabatic invariance [24], It is the solvability condition
th at determines the elliptic modulus m on which each of our slowly varying parameters
depend on and thus we are finished from a modulation standpoint. One might notice that
there are still a few straggler constants th at remain undetermined. The first is the phase
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shift <5i, which we take to ensure evenness of the solution. The second is the solvability
constant C\ which we determine by enforcing th at m —> 1 as X —» ± 00 . This imposition
on the solvability constant is what ensures matching between the dispersive and nondispersive layers and depends on the number of orbits the solution takes. Finally, the
integration constant c is determined from the mean condition (3.4) for, in principle, a
given value of A.

3.5.2

T he R esonant B and and P lo ttin g

The entire resonant response diagram of the fKdV (3.7) is shown in Figure 3.3. The use
of the multiple orbit solutions is thus evident. One can construct multiple orbit solutions
to satisfy differing values of A. In Figure 3.3, solutions with multiple peaks are denoted
by unm where n corresponds to the number of internal orbits and m corresponds to the
number of external orbits illustrated in Figure 3.2. The possible values of A a given
multiple orbit solution can satisfy is then given by the “finger” next to which the specific
unm is placed. In our work, these are equivalent to the differing number of peaks possible
with the rapidly varying z0( x , X ) function.
Having constructed the family of solutions across the entire resonant band, we com
ment th at, methodologically, there is something interesting that arises out of Amundsen
et al. [3] which one might not expect. As m —> 1, the stretched variable approaches a
constant and the multiple scales argument breaks down, see equation (3.15). As such, a
matching solution is needed to connect the dispersive and non-dispersive layers to main
tain smoothness of the asymptotic solution. This is taken to the be the soliton solution
corresponding to the limit as modulus m(x) of the cnoidal solution in (3.13) approaches
unity. Figure 3.4 is an illustration from Amundsen et al. showing the matching process
between the dispersive and non-dispersive layers.
For reproducibility purposes, Figure 3.4 also helps to explain the interesting difficulty
on how a solution plot, rather than just its norm, was obtained later on in Chapter
Four and Chapter Five.

After finding m ( x ) and uq from their respective nonlinear

equations (3.16) and (3.15), the cnoidal or dispersive solution can be plotted readily
using the solution expression (3.13). The plotting of the non-dispersive solution is trivial.
In general, the matching point where the dispersive regime and non-dispersive regime
overlap, x , must be found to limit the number of cnoidal peaks to the amount of interest,
for instance in later chapters we choose to plot two peaks to illustrate the values of A
possible. Once this is done, the matching soliton solution can be used to connect the
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Figure 3.3: Figure 4 from Amundsen et al. [3] illustrating the norm of the inner solutions
(in the diagram u(x) in our work z0( x , X ) for differing values of A. Note the non
uniqueness of solutions for a given value of A.
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u+

u(x)

I
^_______ dispersive_________ j_______ matching ^
x'

non-dispersive ^

x

Figure 3.4: Figure 3 from Amundsen et al. [3] illustrating the matching layer between
the dispersive cnoidal solutions and non-dispersive solutions. To compare, we write the
u(x) in this figure as zq and u± as y±. A soliton solution, centred at x* is needed to
match the cnoidal solutions to the non-dispersive solutions smoothly at the matching
point x.
two regimes smoothly, the centre of which is taken to be approximately at trough of the
final cnoidal solution denoted by x*. In general, however, a smooth match is difficult to
produce and is largely done by trial and error variation of the matching point x. As a
result there may be small discontinuities arising from the asymptotic solution which are
unavoidable and affect comparison with numerical results presented in Chapter Four and
Chapter Five.
The necessity of a matching layer between the dispersive and non-dispersive regimes
suggests that the limitation of this multiple-scales technique is its layer driven mentality.
Is there a more global technique available? Is there a direct analogue of WKB theory to
the nonlinear case? We comment on this question in the next subsection.
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N onlinear W K B Com m ent

The great success of modulation theory (for example [16, 29]) has lead some to indicate
the technique is the nonlinear analogue of the celebrated WKB expansion [21]. Other
papers outline a nonlinear WKB method (see Miura and Kruskal [27]) which is effectively
equivalent to modulation theory. One can see why this connection is drawn. The WKB
expansion [7],
1 N

u{x) = e x p ^ - ^ T V S 'n )
n=0

is effective as rapidly varying information can be collected over the entire domain. This
collection property owes its entire claim to the fact the series is contained in the expo
nential which can be factored out of linear differential equations. In the nonlinear case,
the definition of the stretched variable contained in the expansion for u(x) has the same
information collecting potential but is limited by the function it is contained within. At
present, it is widely accepted th at there is no one, single function which can be factored
out of an arbitrary nonlinear differential equation in the same manner th at the expo
nential can from a linear differential equation. Thus we are forced to put the stretched
variable into a general function z0. This is perfectly reasonable, we have a stretched vari
able similar to the expansion within the argument of the exponential and an arbitrary
function to be determined from the nonlinear differential equation. The removal of the
secularity can then be seen as the equivalent of seeking subdominant functions S i ( x ) .
Then, from the perspective of the nonlinear waves community, modulation theory is
already the nonlinear analogue of WKB theory. Why then the multiple-scale break-down
in the analysis of Amundsen et al. [3]? Or more importantly, is this a break-down? From
a method perspective, modulation theory can only carry the analysis as far as a system
of nonlinear equations or first order hyperbolic systems in the case of P D E ’s. In the
fKdV case, the eventual constant nature of the fast variable (see (3.15) as m —>• 1) is a
consequence of the nonlinear system determined for m{x) from the solvability condition.
In fact, one can see from the definition of k(x) th at forcing the fast variable to be a
constant takes X —>• ±oo. This implies that the method does in fact work and a match
is made. The issue is it does not do so smoothly. The parameter m(x) approaches one
very rapidly and so does X . So rapidly in fact it causes a discontinuity in the matching
process and thus the soliton matching solution is an appropriate bridge. Is this really a
failure then? The multiple scales technique does work up to the matching process. If we
are to draw a connection to WKB theory, this is analogous to a turning point problem,
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u’

Figure 3.5: Figure 6 from Amundsen et al. [3]. Notice th at closed orbits no longer exist
the issue is th at we do not have the Airy functions. The soliton connection solution,
however, is a boundary layer solution at the turning point where m ( x ) = 1 and the fast
variable ceases to vary and is thus the appropriate analogue of the Airy functions in this
case. We then finish this comment by concluding th at modulation theory is a global
technique commented on by Trinh [36].

3.6

Effects of D issipation

We now return to (3.6) now with the assumption that p. ^ 0 and u = 0. The phase
plane is illustrated for constant forcing and /i = 0.1 in Figure 3.5 and we note th at closed
internal orbits no longer exist.
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As argued in the derivation, the damping is needed to be sufficiently small in order
to justify choosing Burgers damping over the Stokes boundary layer integral term. For
our purposes, we consider this smallness to be on par with the dispersion and thus take
ji = (9(A). Following the same analysis as the previous Section, introducing the multiple
scales yields the same leading order equation and thus the same leading order solution.
Periodicity can also be likewise applied, the only difference comes at the second order
of the perturbative hierarchy where the damping appears as a potentially secular term.
The second order of the perturbative hierarchy is now given by
(u[ )2Zixx — 2 Z°Zl = ~ ^‘ UJiUJ2 zoxx — ^ [ z q x x — u"zox —u [ —^=z0x-

(3-17)

Here we use the definition of Q in (3.16) and apply the Fredholm Alternative as before
giving

I

q + t >q=0'

( 3 ' 1 8 )

which can be solved to get the damped solvability condition,
(3.19)
Thus immediately we can notice the impact of the damping, which serves to eliminate
unbounded internal solutions to the fKdV equation. Amundsen et al. [3] also comment
th at there is a stretching of the boundary layer associated with the presence of damping.
We however, omit these details. In general, the solutions derived in this chapter agree
remarkably with numerical simulations and experiments performed by Chester and Bones
[10]. An illustration of the comparison of this technique with numerical results is not
included and the interested reader is referred to Amundsen et al. [3]. To continue to
push the theory of sloshing forward in an analytic manner, we introduce the integral
term in (3.6) with a new strength in the next chapter.

3.7

Sum m ary

• We reviewed the technique of Amundsen et al. [3] used in studying the steady-state
forced KdV equation.
• We commented on an open question posed by Amundsen et al. [3] regarding a
nonlinear WKB analogue.

C hapter 4
T he W eak K dV Fredholm E quation
4.1

Introduction

Having the built up the relevant m athematical machinery, we now loosen the restriction
of v = 0 in (3.6) and study the equation,

Au " ( x ) =

3

f

4

J -1

- u 2(x ) + V /

C O S 7 r(x + v ) u ( v ) d v -I- c o s ( 7 r x ) — c ,

(4.1)

under the same small dispersion assumption th at A < 1 and subject to u(x) = u(x —2)
as well as the mean condition,
fl
4
I u{x)dx = - A
J-i
3
Recall from the previous chapter, this equation can be recast into (3.5) reproduced here,
Au"(x) = ^ u 2(x) + t'(,u (—l)e J7nr + u{l)e I7nr) -I- cos(7nr) —c.

(4.2)

using the properties of Fourier modes mentioned in Chapter Two. We will refer to (4.2)
as the “Fourier representation” . The insight th at (4.1) can be re-cast into the Fourier
representation is useful as it illustrates that the integral term corresponds to a secondary
forcing, the amplitude of which is dictated by the product of the Fourier modes and
the param eter v. We may then conjecture that, qualitatively, there is little difference
between this forced KdV-Fredholm and the forced KdV, including the non-uniqueness of
solutions. The question we consider is what can be done analytically with the integral
term present. As a first foray into equations of this type, we begin by assuming that
38
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v = y/X corresponding to a weak bottom forcing relative to the side forcing. This is a
reasonable first line of inquiry to gain some insight into the influence and the properties
of the KdV-Fredholm equation. For weak integral terms, the multiple scales argument
of Amundsen et al. [3] is well equipped to handle such a problem. We will find at the
end of this chapter and its successor th at the end result of the asymptotic analysis does
is not sufficiently distinct from the undamped case of Amundsen et al. [3] to warrant a
detailed study of the damped case and thus its details are not considered.
In this chapter we study (4.1) in the weak bottom forcing regime corresponding to
v = 0(v/A). In Section 4.2 we derive the non-dispersive and dispersive solutions to (4.1).
As will be seen, removing secularity from the dispersive is a problem in its own right and
is studied in Section 4.3 and finally in Section 4.4 we compare this work to numerical
simulations.

4.2

N on-dispersive and D ispersive Solutions

To find the non-dispersive solutions we assume a regular perturbative expansion as before,
N

u(x) =

A?yn(x)
n=0

giving to leading order the same non-dispersive solutions as in the previous section,
y± = ± —^ \ / c - c o s ( n x ) ,

(4.3)

which again are well-defined and smooth provided c > 1. The resonant band then remains
unchanged as well.
Following the analysis in the previous section, we introduce a generalized multiple
scale formulation by defining
X =

u x(x)
\/A

+ U)2{x) +

. . ■

(4.4)

and expanding u(x) by
u(x) = z0{x, X ) + \/Xzi(x, X ) -t- . . .
The relevant truncated derivative operator remains the same and is given by,

(4.5)
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Applying this to (4.5) and substituting into (4.1) yields, to leading order,
3

{ ^ [ f z o x x = ^ z l ~ c + cos(7Ta;).

(4.6)

This is identical to the previous chapter giving the leading order dispersive solution as
Zq = d + acn2( k ( X — 5i),m).

(4.7)

Where the slowly varying parameters are given as before

To resolve the parameters

and

uj[

m

rigorously, we once again impose periodicity,

T = 2 K ( m ) = 4AT(m)(m4 - m 2 + 1)4

k

33 (—C + | COs(7Tx))3

and it is clear the expression for u[ remains unchanged. While we commented on the
importance of a constant period in the previous chapter, we will see th at resolving the
solvability condition rests on constant periodicity. The param eter m at this point remains
free and is used to remove secularity at the next order of the perturbative hierarchy given
by
{u'lfzxxx -

3

=

2w jto>2z ox x - 2 u [ z 0Xx - u"z 0x + V

j

f1

COS ix(x + v ) z 0(v, X ) d v .

The integral term is now included in the analysis and presumably has some small effect
on the modulation of the slowly varying parameters. For brevity we write this as
Lzi = f ( x , X ) ,
where L is given by
L = { u [ f d \ - ^zoUsing the self-adjointness of L and the fact th at z0x is still a homogeneous, periodic
solution such th at

3

Lzqx = (u[)2zo x x x — 2 Zoz°x = 0?
it follows from the Fredholm alternative that bounded periodic solutions zi to Lz\ =
f ( x , X ) exist if and only if

T f ( x , X ) z oxd X = 0.
I

(4.10)
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Substituting the expression for f ( x , X ) yields
,,

rT

J

2u[u,2ZoxZoxx + ‘2u'lz0x'ipoXx+u"zlx + ^ ^

/

z-2

J

cosir(x + v)z0( v , X ) d v ' j z oxd X = 0

As before, noticing th at
(^1 zo x ) - v" z$x + ^ i g ^ ( z ox) +2VlZ0XZ0Xx,

^

implying by periodicity of z0 that
d
~ d x UJ>1 J

fr T

f
= J

^ l ^ x T 2uj[zoxzo x x d X ,

the solvability condition can be reduced to

Q

d
UJ\
dx

cos 7t ( x

+ v)zq(v,

X ) d v ^ zoxdX

(4.11)

The primary difference from this solvability condition from th at found for the fKdV
before is the Fredholm integral term. This itself is not surprising and, in fact, is by
construction through the choice of u = 0 ( \f X ). W hat is interesting, and more subtle, is
th at the presence of a Fredholm integral term appears to introduce a recursive problem.
Although it was not caxried out explicitly, in the previous analysis the first term in (4.11)
could be computed explicitly using the expression for Zq to obtain a nonlinear equation
for m in terms of x. The possibility of explicitly determining the first term remains
unchanged, however, in order to compute I v explicitly (if it can be done at all) we need
to know the dependence of the modulus m on x as each slowly varying param eter of
zq

depends on it. But the determination of the dependence m on x is the role of the

solvability condition, of which Iv is a part of and thus the problem. While it appears
th at m finds itself in the same situation as the chicken and the egg, there is an avenue
we can take to resolve this solvability condition presented in the following section.
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Solvability

As the first term in the solvability condition (4.11) can be determined analytically, we
direct our concentration to resolving the second term
G

cos7r(x + v)z0(v, X)dv^J ZoxdX

L

(4.12)

lv
into a function of m and x. The principal idea here is th at of separability. Supposing for
a moment th at

zq(v , X )

can be written in terms of functions Mfiv) and N i( X ) such that
OO

z0 = J 2 M i(v)Ni( X ),
i=0
then the integral I v can be written as
^OO r\
Pi
Iv =
I COS7t(x + v)Mi(v)dvNi(X).
1=0 ^ _ 1

This would, in principle, at least allow us to compute the X integration in (4.12) in
the form of an infinite series. This is not ideal in comparison to finding a closed form
solution, but from a practical point of view, we will inherit the nonlinear equation from
the first term of solvability regardless of the form of I v, so computing the first N terms
of the infinite series should give an appropriate approximation of m. Beforeproceeding
along these lines, we will need to borrow a lemma from Hereman et al. [20] extending
the Cauchy Product Rule.
L e m m a 4.3.1 Given a finite set of infinite series indexed by i such that F^) = YlnL o f n \
then their finite product is given by
I

oo n

k m

r p (" = £ £ - • £ £
i= l

rj= 0 r = 0

■ C / i V F ’,

(4.13)

m = 0 I—0

P r o o f Beginning with F (1) =
Product of the two to be

an(^ -^(2) =

we

oo n

oo

71=0 1=0

77=0

jrW p ( 2)

the Cauchy

(4.i4)
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where we have collected the sum
f i ^ f n - i ^nto a single coefficient h n \ This allows
us to reapply the Cauchy Rule to a third sum F ^
f ^ ■ Multiplying P’Plp’U) F ^
and using (4.14) gives

c<.»f<2)c3' = (f; h A ( E /'3|\
V n=0

\ n=0

/

/

Using the Cauchy Product rule this becomes
n

_p(l)J?(2)J7(3) =E E W 00

n=0 p=0

Substituting the definition of h n \ this can be re-written in terms of the original sequences
to yield
oo

n

p

pW p( 2)J?(3) =E E E /-(,,4-WE
n = 0 p = 0 <=0

Continuing this process for a finite product yields (4.13).

xplusOemminusO.berrJ^

This small lemma has been tremendously useful in terms of finding soliton solutions
and kink-type solutions to nonlinear evolution equations prevalent in soliton theory [20,
11]. The question of the conditions and circumstance under which the new sum converges
for general sequences
falls outside the scope of this thesis. In the present case, we
intend on multiplying together uniformly convergent Fourier series and as such, assume
the product of these series leads to another convergent Fourier series although we will see
th at this question is not of great importance in the context of the present application.
We now look for a separable series representation of the cnoidal function. Fortunately,
by virtue of being continuously differentiable in the real plane, the cnoidal function has
TT

a uniformly convergent Fourier series [35]. Defining the “nome” q =
, where K ( m )
is still the complete elliptic integral of the first kind and K ' ( m ) = K(1 —m), the Fourier
series for the cnoidal function can be w ritten (see [1]) as,
0-7r
cn(l,m ) = ^

^

_°°
T

n=0

/j"+l/2
T

7 ^

,

—T n

c o s { (2" + 1) 2i f } -

Then using the Cauchy Product, the squared cnoidal function can be w ritten as

(415)
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where,

qn-\-1
A ,n -l(q ) =

+ q 2 l+ l + g 2 ( n —l) + l + q l n + 2 '

2

( 4 ‘1 7 )

It follows directly th at we can re-write our leading order solution zo as
47r2a(x) ^

^

nk(x)(X —5i)}

r

20=d^ +- ^ r E E

r

7rk(x)(X —

cos{<2'+I> 2KtmM ) }COB{(2("-')+1)^fW7

n = 0 (= 0

; depends on a: via q. Initially, it appears the argument of the cosine being

where

function of both x and X , resists separability. The key insight here is th at we have
imposed periodicity in (4.9) such that
k(x)
2K (m (x))

1
T

and T is a constant. This allows us to write the above expression for z0 in a separated
double series as
/I

2

/

\

OO

Tl

Ai,n„i{x) cos | (2/ + 1)X j cos j(2 (n - I) +

z0 = d(x) +

l)xj,

(4.18)

n = 0 1=0

where X = n(x ~sd , We’re now in a position to pull the X dependence out of the first,
inner integral of (4.12). Substituting (4.18) into Iv as delineated in (4.12) gives

Iv = J
/: cos

it

costc(x

+ v)zo(v, X ) d v =

cos t x { x + v)d(v)dv+
n

oo

2

4

(x+v)a(v) (

J

Ain-i{v) cos{(2/+l)X } cos{(2(n-T )+ l)X } )dv.

—rw r

Expanding the function cos7r(x + t>) in the second integral and taking the summed cosine
terms outside of the integral gives

Iv = J

d(v) cos7r(x + v)dv
oo

+ cos n x

n

EE A(,n-/ cos{(2/ + 1)X} cos{(2(n -

I) + 1)X}

n = 0 1=0
oo

—sin ixx

n

EE A(,n-/cos{(2/ + 1)X} cos{(2(n Tl=0 l= 0

where

and

are given by

I) + 1)X},
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ji(i)

i ,n-i

_ 4 2 f 1 CQS7Tt; g ( v ) A i tn^ i ( v )
7r J ^ m ( v ) K 2 ( m ( v ))

1^2) = 47r2 I ' Sin7TV a (V)A l>n-l(v)
l'n~ l
7_i
m { v ) K 2(m ( v ) )
and are constant in x and X . W ith /,, now separated, the first observation we make is
that
I I cos 7r(x + v)d{y)dv ZoxdX = 0,
4o i - i
by the periodicity of 2:0 simplifying the expression (4.12) to
/

oo

71

^ COS 7TX

n

EE
n= 0

cos{(2^ + l)X }cos{(2(n —/) + 1)X}

/= 0

oo

—sin 7ro:

n

EE a ®

4 cos{(2Z + 1)X} cos{(2(n — I) + 1)X }) zoxdX.

(4.19)

We now represent zox by,
dxzo = - T
T
T m ( x ) K 2(m(x)) \ ^

^ X
1 + q2n+l

co S{ ( 2 „ +

lv

1 ) X } ) ( f <2" + V f T
’
J \ ^ Q 1 + q2n+1

sin{(2n + l ) X } ) .
u
' }J
(4.2(

Calling upon the result of Lemma 4.4.1 which, in the case of three sums gives
3

oo

n

p

n ^ ^ E E E /Z W -V
j= 1

We take

n = 0 p = 0 1=0

i
/ / “ = E A E « ,s { ( 2 * ;+ l)X }cos{(2(f _ *) + 1)X},
fc=0
0 p - l + 1/2

= ! + ^2(p—f)+i cos{(2(p - /) + 1)X},

e = i?A l A ^ ^ sin((2(n- rt+1)1)'
It is clear we are now left with investigating the integrals of the form
f cos{(2ft + 1)X} cos{(2(/ —k) + 1)X} cos{(2(p —I) + 1)X} sin{(2(n —p ) + l)X }dX .
Jo
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The solution to the above integral is in fact always equal to zero making the expression
(4.12) into the equality,
cos t t ( x + v)zo(v, X ) d v

i

j

z0x d X = 0.

(4-21)

.-----------

Iv

Thus the final form of the solvability condition (4.11) is

(4.22)
where C\ is a constant as before. We can see immediately that the implication of the
above solvability condition is th at (4.1) with a weak bottom forcing has the same leading
order solutions as the previous section with no bottom forcing.
From a physical standpoint, the orthogonality of zqx and the Fredholm integral term
suggests th at the coupling effects of the bottom forcing and the wave speed are orthogonal
to the wave speed within the boundary layer. This is not difficult to envision as the
cnoidal/soliton waves arising from strong horizontal sloshing are particularly robust,
self re-enforcing entities and their stability to small bottom forcing perturbations is not
counterintuitive. Nevertheless, this chapter provides the mathematical verification of
this and illustrates th a t even a small bottom forcing can present interesting analytical
challenges.

4.4

Com parison w ith N um erical Solutions

Numerical simulations were run for the full forced KdV-Fredholm using a pseudo spectral
method originally proposed by Fornberg and W hitham [15] described in Appendix A.
Given the non-uniqueness of solutions to 4.1 subject to periodic boundary conditions and
the mean condition, it is difficult to predict, for a given value of A, which steady-state
solution will be reached, for instance see Figure 3.3 in the previous chapter. In order to
make comparisons with the analytical results we seed the pseudo-spectral solver with the
steady-state result of interest as the initial value. W hat this does is coax the evolution
to settle into the orbit(s) illustrated in Figure 3.2 from the previous chapter. Figure 4.1
illustrates the comparison of the double internal orbit asymptotic solution with numerical
results and we find good agreement. One can see there are slight oscillations around
the non-dispsersive solutions from the numerical calculations and we attribute this to
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2
N um erical Solution
A sym ptotic S olution

0

■2

3

■4

•5
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-

0.6

-0.4
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X

Figure 4.1: Comparison of a double internal orbit asymptotic solution with numerical
results for c = 2. The steep peaks are given by the inner solutions z 0 ( x ,X ) which are
matched to the slowly varying middle is y+. A full description of how the asymptotic
solution was plotted is contained in Chapter Three. The dependent variable x corre
sponds to real time at the steady-state and solution is plotted over one period. The
param eter values are A = 0.005, v = 0.0236. The value of A is 0.8786, which falls within
the resonant band.
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proliferation of error around an unavoidable discontinuity from plotting the asymptotic
solution described in Chapter Three. Recall th at it is the asymptotic solution which is the
initial value for the numerical simulation. The difficulty of representatively comparing
asymptotic solutions with numerical solutions is perhaps the largest shortcoming of this
thesis work and is discussed in the conclusion.

4.5

Sum m ary

• Asymptotic solutions to the fKdV equation with a weak integral Fredholm term
were found to be equivalent to the fKdV equation at leading order.
• The Fredholm-integral term was found to be orthogonal to the wave speed inside
of the layer and consequently, the coupling effects orthogonal to the horizontal
velocity.

C hapter 5
T he Strong K dV -Fredholm
5.1

Introduction

The previous chapter illustrated what kind of interesting m athem atical quandaries arise
with the inclusion of a weak integral term. To complete the study of nonlinear sloshing
in an analytically tractable fashion we now turn towards the same equation as before in
the absence of damping reproduced here,

under the assumption th at A

1, subject to u(x) = u(x —2) and the mean condition,

now with v = 0 ( 1). While standard techniques for differential equations are readily
equipped to handle weak integral terms, introducing the Fredholm term with a new
strength creates difficulties with existing multiple scales theory. This does, however,
present an opportunity to develop some novel methodology.
In this chapter we study equation (5.1) with all terms save for A being order one.
In section 5.2 we consider a general nonlinear Fredholm equation of the second kind
and develop a method for solving it, which is then applied to find the non-dispersive
solutions. In section 5.3, we outline a boundary layer technique for integro-differential
equations and use it to find particular dispersive solutions. In section 5.4, we combine
this boundary layer technique with the generalized multiple scales analysis used in the
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previous chapters to find multiple internal orbit solutions.

Finally, in section 5.5 we

compare analytic results with numerical ones.

5.2

A N onlinear Fredholm Equation

The perturbative study of (5.1) with v = 0(1 ) begins as usual by assuming a regular
perturbative expansion,
N

u (x ) =
n=0

which yields the non-dispersive integral equation at leading order,
(5,2)
To re-cast this in a more familiar form, we let yo = Vq and only consider the positive
square root giving,
3
-^Vo +

v Jf

1

co stt(x + v)^/yodv + co sttx

—c = 0 .

(5.3)

The equation above is an interesting case of a more general nonlinear fredholm equation,
fb
u(x) = f ( x ) —7 I K (x, v)up(v)dv,
Ja

0< p< 1

(5.4)

for which there seems to be little analytic work to go on. Authors have considered the
case where p £ Z, and have been able to find series solutions using semi-analytic methods
such as the Homotopy Analysis Method or Adomians decomposition [17]. This particular
equation, however, does not seem to have been considered and as such we seek to find
some method to treat it analytically.
Aside from the purely mathematical opportunity (5.4) presents, there is an application
in mind here as well. Recall from chapter 2 th at we asymptotically studied the fKdV with
a cosine forcing. One may notice th at the analysis was able to accommodate more general
periodic source terms aside from the simple trigonometric term considered. Application
wise, this corresponds to being waves being forced horizontally by a general, 2-periodic
function.

In the present application, a more general 2-periodic function forcing the

bottom would manifest itself in a more general kernel of the Fredholm integral term and
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thus studying (5.4) allows us to push forward the analytic theory of sloshing in a general
manner.
There is an analysis incentive here as well. As mentioned previously, the goal of this
thesis is to find an analytically tractable model of resonant sloshing with gravitational
effects. Thus far, we have found the model and studied it using well-founded techniques
and, as we will see, the full method developed in this chapter does not depart significantly
from th at analysis, th a t is, when searching for the dispersive solutions. Seeking the nondispersive solutions in the strongly forced bottom case is the single largest m athem atical
departure from the horizontally forced case. Thus treating the integral term in some
generality serves not only to answer an open mathematical question, but directly applies
to our application and allows us to develop a methodology in the most general possible
sense.
In the following theorem we propose a analytic/num erical technique to handle (5.4)
based upon finite separability. The technique finds its roots in linear, separable Fredholm
equations of the second kind and in that respect it is not entirely novel [6 ]. Its application
however, is novel, thus warranting the presentation of the method in the form of a
theorem.
T heorem 5.2.1 Given (5.4) where K ( x ,v ) can be decomposed in terms of a set of basis
functions efix)

G

C([a, 6],M) and continuous functions Ni(v) € C([a, 6],M) such that,
Nk
K (x,v) = ^rei(x)N i(v),
i=0

(5.5)

and f ( x ) can be likewise decomposed into a finite set of basis functions such that,
N,

f ( x ) = ^ 2 f M x )i= 0

(5.6)

Then a finite series solution of (5.4) can be found up to a system of nonlinear algebraic
equations.
P r o o f Substituting the decomposition of K ( x ,v ) and f ( x ) as given by, (5.5) and (5.6)
respectively into (5.4) gives,
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Letting S t = { 1 , 2 , , N f } denote the entire collection of indices, we define the subset
S
Si the collection of indices i for which et(x) = ii(x). W ithout loss of generality, we
C

assume N / > N k. The series solution is now sought using the ansatz,
Nf

u (x ) =

u^ )e^ x ) + (! “

8

iS)u<
f )ei(x),

(5.8)

i= 0

where the notation dts denotes a modified Kronecker delta defined by
l

i i i e s

I0

if i £ S

(5.9)

Substituting (5.8) into (5.7) gives
Nf

Nf

J ^ M ^ e ^ a r) + (1 - 5 is)u f]ei(x) = y / ^ ( x )
i=0
i= 0
Nk
rb
, Nf
Nk
fb
/ Nf
\P
Y
^
ei(x
)
Ni(
u
)
( ^ i 4 1)efc(v) + ( 1 -<5js)u£2)ek(w)J dv.
-7
it =
- n0

Ja
'J a

'

(5.10)

r _ n

fc=0

To determine the nonlinear system, we collect the coefficients of ei(x) and for et(x) and
(

equate to zero. One can see th at for u\

2)

this implies that

u f ] = fi,

Vi e Si.

(5.11)

To determine each u \1^ we first consider the set of indices,U.\ = {i : %> N k}.Collecting
coefficients of e*(x) and equating them to zero gives
4 L , =0-

(5.12)

Similarly for the set U2 = {i • i € S , i < N k}, using the definition of the modified
kronecker delta and using e;(x) = e,(x) for i S we have
E

Nf
\ p
/fr b T.T/ \ (/, N‘
4eL2 = f i ~ 7 / N i(v)(
, K ^ 4 1)e*(w) + (! ~ fiisWipekiv)) dv.
Ja
uk—n
=0

(5.13)

The final set of equations comes from the indices U3 = {i : i £ S , i < N k}, which after
collecting coefficients as before gives the system
rb
( 1)

uieu3 = 7 /
Ja

. Nf

N i(v) (

. p

uik )ekiv ) + (! - $is)u{k ]h { v ) ) dv.

(5.14)

k= o

As U\ UU 2 LIU3 = Si, every coefficient of the ansatz is accounted for and this completes
the proof.

x plusOem minus0.5em |
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The choice of naming this technique a analytical/numerical method lies in the weighty
reliance on solving the nonlinear equations. Naturally, being able to do this by hand in
general cases could present a formidable challenge and thus at some point, numerics
will have to be involved. While this result is limited, it is readily equipped to handle
appropriately truncated, delayed periodic kernels K ( t — s) and inhomogeneities f ( x ) as
required by our application. Furthermore, it appears to be the first analytical instance
where the degree of nonlinearity within the integral is less than one has been treated.
More immediately, the method is powerful when seeking the non-dispersive solutions to
(5.2) presented in the next subsection.

5.2.1

N on-dispersive Solutions

Following Theorem 5.2.1, we look to solve (5.3) reproduced here,
3

J

f1

cosn(x + v)y/y^dv + cosirx — c = 0 .

Expanding out the cos 7r(x + v) term gives,

^y + v cos J
ttx

0

cos 7xvy/y^dv —v sin irx

J

sin 7Wy/y^dv + cos t t x

—

c=0.

As the set of basis functions of the integral kernel and the inhomogeneity cos t t x is
{ l,c o s 7rx, sin 7rx}, we seek a solution with the ansatz
yo(x) = A + B cos t t x

+

C sin 7 t x .

Immediately one can verify we must have A = |c . To determine B and C we equate the
coefficients of cos t t x and sin t t x to zero giving the set of nonlinear equations,
3

B + v I
3

tvV A

y_;cosr 17

-C —v I

J -1

4

+ B cos 7t v + C sin t t v

sin 7rv\JA + B cos t t v

+

d v

+ 1 = 0,

C sin t t v dv = 0.

Initially there does not appear to be a closed form expression for the integrals; however,
there is a quick simplification we can make. Examining the second equation closely, one
can see th at C = 0 satisfies the second equation for any choice of A and B and thus the
second equation can be eliminated from consideration. Noting th at c = | A and letting
B = —| B + the first equation simplifies to

2v

r~-------------------------I c o s T r v y A — B + costtv d v + 1 = 0.
v 3 J -1

—B + H—
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In this case there is a closed form expression for the integral giving the nonlinear equation
dictating B + in terms of c,
b4
c + B+

- B ++
B+
b

+£ \ ' /§ V

c+

+ 1 = 0.

(5.15)

b+

Where K and E are the complete elliptic integrals of the first and second kind respec
tively. We will find it convenient to define

Kx

1

3 \/3 n B \ y c + B + | B+

(

B+
V c + B4

- K \ V 2*

B-i
c + B+

- + b | V2. / - +
B+

y c + B+

I

B.+
b4
(5.16)

simplifying the nonlinear equation for B + in relation to c to
- B + + Kx + 1 = 0

(5.17)

This gives the first non-dispersive solution
y+ = —= y/c — B + cos TTX.
v3

(5.18)

One may think th a t the second solution to (5.2) is simply the negation of y+ but this is
not the case. Using the form of y+ as an ansatz we substitute
V-

= v / c — B _ COS 7TX,

(5.19)

Vs

into (5.3) to get the nonlinear equation relating B - to c,
■ B - - K x + 1 = 0.

(5.20)

The question of whether or not there exist other solutions to (5.2) is a fairly intricate
one. As far as Theorem 5.2.1 can reach, however,

and y+ is the limit to what we can

determine. One can see these solutions bear an obvious kinsmen-ship with the previous
non-dispersive solutions derived. However, the nonlinear integral equation does germi
nate new quantitative possibilities in the non-dispersive regime, namely non-uniqueness
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of the negative solutions. Figure 5.1 illustrates a representative plot of (5.17) for c = 2
in terms of the elliptic modulus m which is related to B + by
„
c m2
B+= rn s * -

( 5 -2 1 )

and F(m) = —B + + K i + 1. Only values of m larger than 0.5 are shown as the graph
diverges when m -* 0.

The monotonicity of F ( m ) suggests that there is a unique

solution to (5.17) for a given c. In contrast, we can see that there are two solutions for
£?_ shown in Figure 5.2, where the relation between F?_ and m is the same as for B +
and m and F 2 (m) = —£?_ — K\ + 1. We can furthermore find values of c for which
the maximum shown in Figure 5.2 dips below the zero line, and negative solutions cease
to exist while positive solutions remain smooth. This is a significant departure from
the purely horizontally forced case.

Recall that previously, when the non-dispersive

solutions ceased to exist, they did so for the same value of c. This made the resonant
band symmetric, something which is now distorted by the presence of the integral term.
While it is interesting to explore the kind of resonant possibilities associated in the
case in which two solutions for y_ exist, we will leave this to future research and consider
the case in which there exists a unique y+ and ;y_. To move forward, we note that,
although the resonant band may be asymmetric, we can establish its existence from con
stant sign nature argument in Chapter Three although clearly delineating the boundaries
of the resonant band poses significant algebraic difficulty due to (5.17). Regardless, the
constant sign nature argument of Chapter Three implies there will be a limited range of
A which the non-dispersive solutions can satisfy and thus rapidly varying solutions must
be sought to find solutions to (5.1) corresponding to A in a neighbourhood of zero. This
is accomplished in the following sections.

5.3

B oundary Layer A nalysis

5.3.1

Prem linaries

Having established the existence of a resonant band, we anticipate th at within rapidly
varying solutions reside. The treatm ent of the full integro-differential equation (5.1) will
require an alternative but related form of analysis used in the preceding sections. To
develop this method, we first seek boundary layer solutions for the single orbit cases in
which the solution leaves the non-dispersive solution y+ and returns after a single loop,
illustrated on the left of Figure 3.2. The location of the layer requires a subtle symmetry
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argument of Amundsen et al. [3], One can see from the phase plane that, once the single
orbit solution departs, in order to match with y+ again, y+ must be in the same place it
was before. As the layer is of 0 ( \ / A) thickness around its location

6

, y+ will only have

identical values at <5 ± \ f \ if 5 is located at a maxima or minima of y+. Thus single
internal orbits will arise at x = ±1 and external orbits will arise at x = 0.
To find these single orbit solutions we will need to employ the boundary layer analysis
of integro-differential equations. To illustrate the need for an alternative boundary layer
analysis in the context of integral equations, we show the matching issues of classical
boundary layer analysis in the context of equation (5.1). To find the leading order outer
solution to (5.1), we expand u (x ) into a regular perturbation series
u (x
, )=
71=0

forcing yo(x) to satisfy
3
f1
- y l + v j cos n(x + v)y0dv + cos t t x

—

c = 0,

for which we found the solutions to be y±. Proceeding to seek a boundary layer solution
using classical theory by letting u(x) = U( X) where X =

5 the location of the

boundary layer, gives a leading order balance of
3
f1
U"(x) = - U 2 + v I cos7r(x + v)dvU (X ) + cos7rS — c.
4
J -1
The integral term is readily verified as zero and the solution can be w ritten as the wellknown soliton,
1

U( X) = —j=.\Jcos 7 id —c | 1 —3 sech2
v3

(3cos7rd —c))

4

----------------------------------------- A

The issue now arises from matching. Taking the limit of the outer solution as it enters
the boundary layer gives lim ^,) y+(x) = y+( 6 ), but taking the limit of the inner solution
as it exits the boundary layer gives
lim U( X) = cos7T<$ —c.

X —>±oo

Thus, unless by some coincidence y+(5) = cosird — c, the boundary layer method of
matched asymptotics is inadequate to determine the single orbit solutions. The question
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is why does this occur? Heuristically speaking, the success of the method of matched
asymptotic expansions is rooted in derivatives exhibiting local behaviour whereas inte
grals are by nature, global. Thus, examining local behaviour in the context of an integral
equation is inappropriate as the integral term relies on information collected along the
entire domain. How then does one determine rapidly varying solutions from integral
equations perturbatively? A method developed by Angell and Olmstead [4, 5] outlines
a straightforward, boundary layer method for solving singularly perturbed problems of
Volterra. While these equations differ slightly from ours, the technique is readily extend
able. The remedy, it seems, is to seek a uniformly valid boundary layer solution a priori
rather than a posteriori. We introduce this method in the following subsection.

5.3.2

Singularly P erturbed Volterra Equations

The simplest setting to introduce the method of Angell and Olmstead [4, 5] is in integral
equations. We take time to note, however, that these ideas extend naturally to integrodifferential equations [5]. Consider the singularly perturbed, nonlinear Volterra equation
of the second kind,
0 < (3 < 1,

t > 0,

(5.22)

where the delayed function k{x — s) is analytic and the nonlinearity F[u(s), s] is suffi
ciently well behaved to ensure well-posedness. Here the boundary layer is assumed to
be at x = 0 and so by introducing the inner variable

it follows th at we can re-write the integral equation (5.22) in terms of X to get,

where a = e as. In order to balance the external term u(x) with the integral term a
must be taken such th at
a = (! ~ P ) l Having the relevant asymptotics in places, the approximate solution is then assumed to
be a finite series of linear combinations of outer solutions i/,(x) and zt( X) in e such that
N

u (x ) =

i=0

+ z ^ x ))-

(5.23)
( 5 -23)
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This immediately imposes the criterion
lim Zi ( X ) = 0,
X—
^OO

(5.24)

in order to ensure a match. One can see from the choice of ansatz th at the goal is to seek
uniformly valid solutions. In order to seek an outer solution, we substitute (5.23) into
(5.22) and write the equation in terms of the slow variable x, giving to leading order,
{ v ° W + * > {§ ;))= I

k(x —s)
F y 0( s ) +
(.x —s)P

ds.

(5.25)

Fixing x and taking the limit as £ —>• 0 as well as using the imposition (5.24) gives
k(x —s)
fJ1o0 ( x - s ) P '

Vo ( s ) , s ds = 0.

This forces the leading order outer solution y 0 (x) to solve the nonlinear equation
F ( y 0 (x), x) = 0.

(5.26)

To move forward to the analysis of finding boundary layer solutions, we assume there
exists one solution to this equation yo(x) = y(x) with properties consistent with the
physics of the problem. Angell and Olmstead [4] found this assumption to be valid over
a wide range of problems a posteriori. To seek an inner solution, (5.25) is re-written in
the fast variable using the choice of a and expanding k(t —s ) to get at leading order
yo(£aX ) + * > < *)=

r
Jo

k(ea( X - a))
( X - <r)f>

y0 (eaX ) + z 0 (a),eQa ds.

(5.27)

Similarly taking the limit as £ —>0 and fixing X as before gives
yo(0) +

zq( X )

fJo

m
;F Vo(0) + Zq(cr), 0 da
(X-a)

(5.28)

the solution to which can be found using the wide literature on Volterra equations [4].
The single, principle idea here is the re-writing of the equation in terms of the fast
variable. This properly addresses the interesting ambiguity of introducing a fast variable.
In standard boundary layer analysis, X and x are treated as independent due to the local
nature of derivatives. In reality they are still related closely enough th at functions of each
variable should be integrated. Thus rather than the fast solution z ( X ) being pulled out of
the integral as it was previously, information is collected with respect to the fast variable
over the entire boundary layer. This is clearly consistent with singular perturbation
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theory for differential equations and generalizes it naturally to integral equations. This
simple and elegant technique was applied to a multitude of integro-differential equations
with a high order of accuracy and is well suited to find the external and internal orbits
of the integro-differential equation (5.1), which we present in the next subsection.

5.3.3

Single Orbit Solutions

Knowing the location of the boundary layer and the non-dispersive solutions, determining
the dispersive solutions becomes a straightforward application of Angell and Olmstead’s
technique just described. As the analysis for the single orbit solution and external orbit
solution is much the same, we derive solutions for a general boundary layer location <5
and substitute the locations for the external and internal orbits afterwards. Concerning
ourselves with the leading order solution only, we substitute the ansatz
u(x) = y+(x) + z ( X) ,
where X =
giving

(5.29)

y+ is given by (5.18) and z ( X ) decays to zero as X -4 ±oo, into (5.1)

Ay'[(x) + z''(X ) = ^ y \ { x ) + ^ y +( x) z ( X) + ^ z 2 ( X )
f1
1
+ u I cos7r(x + v)(y(x) + z(a))dv -I- - cosnx —c.
J -i
2
By virtue of y + being an outer solution, the equation it satisfies can be pulled out and
the above can be rewritten in terms of the fast variable as
Ay" { y / \ X + 8 ) + z "( X) = |y + (v /AA + S) z( X) + j z 2 ( X)
Zd
/ ^+<5
COS t t ( V \ X + V \ u + 2S)z(a)da.
-7X+S
Here we can see th at integral term has been shifted to the next order of A. To take the
limit as A goes to zero comfortably we need to enforce th at the integral term remain
order one, so in taking the limit as A —> 0 this implies
r v z +d
lim v /
cos7t(VXa -I- \/Acr + 28)z(<r)da = lim I z = 0(1).
A-yO

J_

i +<5

vA

(5.30)

A->0

There are two aspects of this analysis we are in a position to comment on. First, for our
particular equation with the ansatz (5.29) as well as the impositions (5.24), (5.30) placed
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on z( X) , the singular perturbation analysis is able to separate the integro-differential
equation into an outer integral equation and inner differential equation. Furthermore,
we can see a departure from classic boundary layer analysis in th at we are forced to
impose a type of nonlinear mean condition in order to ensure well orderedness of the
asymptotic series. Continuing, we fix X and take the limit A —> 0 giving the leading
order inner solution equation,
z"( X) = ^ y +(S)z(X) + ^ ( X ) ,
which can be solved to get the soliton,
<X) =

(5.31)

This soliton solution has the property (5.24). To show that (5.30) is satisfied is straight
forward. By the evenness of z ( X) we can see th at I z defined in (5.30) is bounded above
by the integral
h < Zy+{5)u cos ^{ y/ XX + 26)

J

sech2

--^ 1 ) a'j da.

Evaluating this explicitly and taking the limit A —>0 gives the bound,
lim /* < 4>/3y+( 6 ) vcos( 2 ir6 ).

A—>0

Justifying the assumption that the integral remains order one. Heuristically speaking,
this should always be the case unless the boundary layer solution is unbounded. So
we note that these soliton solutions break down for an unbounded c. Accepting this
limitation, we have our first leading order, single orbit resonant solutions given by,

-y+(<5)sech

(5.32)

where 6 = ±1 for internal orbits and <5 = 0 for the external orbit. One can notice that
overall the methodology departs only slightly from th at of Amundsen et al. [3]. However,
the subtle argument of pursuing a uniformly valid boundary layer solution a priori is not
an obvious one and finds itself tremendously useful in this context. From the previous
analysis, we can conjecture without going into detail that the single soliton solutions will
only be able to satisfy limited values of A in a neighbourhood of zero. In general we
will need multiple orbit solutions in order to explore behaviour across the entire resonant
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band. In order to do this, we combine Amundsen et al.’s [3] multiple-scale argument with
the integral arguments of Angell and Olmstead [4] into an approach capable of finding
multi-peak solutions. To the author’s knowledge, this is a novel technique, presumably
as this is the first instance it is necessary.

5.4

M ultiple orbit Solutions

The general methodology to constructing asymptotic, multiple orbit solutions for sin
gularly perturbed integro-differential equations in the form of equation (5.1) is, to the
authors knowledge novel. This can be viewed as a natural generalization of the LukeKuzmak method [25, 24] for ordinary differential equations to integro-differential equa
tions. The core idea of the method is to combine the multiple scales technique of Amund
sen et al. [3] and the integral equation boundary layer analysis of Angell and Olmstead
[4, 5]. The method is simple and flexible and is outlined as follows.
1. Derive leading order outer solutions by introducing a regular perturbation expan
sion and solving the leading order equation.
2. Derive leading order inner solutions in two steps.

Introduce a uniformly valid

ansatz as in Angell and Olmstead [4], where the rapidly varying solution contains
the generalized multiple scales argument of Luke-Kuzmak [25, 24] and decays to
zero outside of the layer as in Angell and Olmstead [4]. Re-write any integral terms
in terms of the fast variables while leaving the slowly varying scale untouched.
3. Remove secularities to determine remaining, slowly varying parameters by means
of the Fredholm Alternative as in Luke [25] as well as Amundsen et al. [3]
The method is best made clear by applying it to equation (5.1) which appears to be
the first equation for which such a methodology is necessary and which is presently not
amenable to other forms of asymptotic analysis. Having already found the non-dispersive
outer solutions as prescribed in step one of the method, we pursue the inner solution by
introducing the generalized multiple scales argument as before defining

_ ui ( x)

X —

+ U)2 (X) + . . .

The expansion for u(x) is now taken as the uniformly valid ansatz described in step two
given by
u(x) =y + + z 0 ( x , X ) + V \ ( y i ( x ) + z t ( x, X) ) ,

(5.33)
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subject to the rapid solution decay criterion,
lim Z i ( x , X ) = 0.

X —>±oo

(5.34)

The relevantly truncated operator transformation remains the same and is given by

As we are looking for solutions within the boundary layer, we re-write the integral in
terms of the fast variable but leave the slowly varying functions in terms of the slowly
varying variable. As mentioned, this is the natural extension of the multiple-scale analysis
in the context of integro-differential equations. Re-writing the integral serves to collect
information over the entire domain while leaving the slow variable unchanged serves to
separate scales. This gives the leading order dispersive problem,
Zoxx( X) = - y+( x) z o( x, X) + - 2$ ( x , X )

(5.35)

where the integral term appears at the next order in the hierarchy. The leading order
dispersive problem admits the cnoidal solution,
zq(x,

X ) = d(x) + a(x)cn 2 ( k( x) ( X —<$i))

(5.36)

Where the slowly varying parameters are slightly different from before, given by

(5.37)
We are still left with the free parameters ui[ and m ( x ) which we find as before by removing
secularities.

5.4.1

R em oving Secularity and P hysical D iscussion

To remove secularities, we apply periodicity and the Fredholm alternative as in the
previous chapters. The need for a constant period within the layer remains the same and
thus we apply
2A M
k{x) ’

(5.38)
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as previously. To remove secularity at the next order,

we once again apply the Fredholm alternative as in the preceding chapters (for the full
process see, for instance, Section 4.3). Om itting the details, this produces
fT
\
f T fV x +s
w'x{x) / zlx d X J + v /
/
cosn (x + V\<j)z(x, a)da z 0 x( x, X ) d X = 0.
Jo
J
Jo J- f ^+s
(5.39)
W hat we can see immediately is th at the second term is zero by virtue of the inner
integral producing a function of solely the slow variable x, making the final solvability
condition identical to the previous ones
dX =

(5.40)

albeit with a different solvability constant. Here we pause to comment on the analysis
in Chapter Four used to handle the solvability condition. Recall the integral term also
appeared at the next order of the perturbative hierarchy and was likewise zero although
it was substantially more involved to show. Interestingly, a strong integral term shares
the same characteristic. One can see th at using the same matching arguments used in
the previous sections, ie. by imposing m —>• 1 as X —> oo, then limx->.±oo zo(x, X ) = 0
satisfying (5.34). We are then finished, having the relevant modulation equations and
impositions on the straggling constants as before. Note in the case th at v is either weak
or zero, this collapses into the analysis of the two previous chapters.
Overall, the departure from Amundsen et al. in terms of finding dispersive solutions
is small. In fact, in the analysis of Chapter 2 we could have used the same uniformly valid
ansatz to recover the same solution found for the fKdV equation. The main difference
is th a t this ansatz is required to handle the integral term and is not just an equivalent
alternative. In other words, the seemingly innocuous choice of either pursuing a uniformly
valid solution initially or a posteriori has profound implications for integral equations.
To compare with the fKdV equation, the asymptotic solutions of the forced KdVFredholm equation are effectively the same with the exception of the non-dispersive
solutions.

W hat this illustrates mathematical is th at forcing the bottom resonantly

effectively acts as a secondary horizontal forcing. Physically, this illustrates the major
fluid mechanical finding of this work. T hat theconsequence of the resonantly forcing
the bottom is effectively the same as adding an additional horizontal forcing or that
the qualitative behaviour of the motion of an inviscid fluid in a tank that is vertically
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and horizontally forced is the same as a horizontally forced tank. Having obtained the
multiple orbit solutions, we culminate the study with comparison to numerical results.

5.5

Comparison w ith N um erical R esults

As described in Chapter 4, the analytic results were compared to the full evolution by
seeding the evolutionary code with the particular orbit as its initial condition. Figure 5.3
shows the comparison of the single internal orbit soliton approximation and the steadystate numerical results and we find excellent agreement between the two. For the multiple
orbit comparison we choose two peaks to compare with numerical results, presented in
Figure 5.4 and again we observe strong agreement. The small oscillations arising around
the non-dispersive solution were described in Chapter 4 and are attributed to proliferation
of error around an unavoidable discontinuity of the asymptotic solution.
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Figure 5.3: Comparison of an undamped, single orbit soliton approximation u = y+ +
Zq(x, X )

with numerical solution for c = 1.5. Param eter values are A = 0.005, v = 1 and

A = 1.8972. A full description on how to plot u(x) is given at the end of Chapter Three.
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N um erical Solution
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Figure 5.4: Comparison of an undamped, two orbit approximation u ( x ) = y + + z q ( x , X )
with numerical solution for c = 2. Param eter values are A = 0.005, v = 1 and A = 0.8370.
Note th at the value of A for the double peak is smaller than the for the single peak plotted
in Figure 5.3 and thus deeper within the resonant band.

C hapter 6
C onclusion
6.1

Sum m ary o f R esults

1. The forced KdV-Fredholm equation was shown to govern the location of the free
surface for a fluid in a container experiencing resonant horizontal and vertical
forcing. This was possible by using the transitivity of Cox and Mortells [12] singu
lar perturbation argument, which bypasses the ill-posedness problem of Laplace’s
equation and the leading order boundary conditions.
2. The steady-state forced KdV-Fredholm equation was then analyzed in three cases:
the case of no Fredholm term or simply the fKdV equation, the case of a weak
Fredholm term and the case of a strong Fredholm term. The fKdV equation was
previously studied by Amundsen et al. and their work was reviewed. The case of
the weak Fredholm term was shown to have the same leading order solutions as the
fKdV equation. The strong KdV Fredholm was shown to have similar qualitative
behaviour to the fKdV but required the development and inclusion of additional
analytic tools. The asymptotic analysis agreed well with numerical results.

6.2

Sum m ary o f C ontributions

1. We discovered a novel equation type in the KdV-Fredholm.
2. We showed th at a particular class of nonlinear Fredholm equations of the second
kind can be reduced to a system of nonlineax equations. The method rests on the
separability of the kernel and th at the inhomogeneity can be decomposed into a
69
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set of basis functions. In general, this methodology can be likened to the solution
technique for linear inhomogeneous Fredholm equations of the second kind and is
not considered entirely novel. It does, however, treat a class of equations th at to
date, do not appear to have been considered.
3. A methodology development was made by combining the multiple-scales technique
of Amundsen et al. [3] with the boundary layer analysis of Angell and Olmstead
[4], giving a slight extension of both. The method is flexible and has the potential
to be applied not only to Fredholm type integral terms but Volterra ones as well.

6.3

Open Q uestions and Future Work

1. Perhaps the most immediate, tractably pursuable future work arising from this
study is the steady-state bifurcation pictures in terms of the detuning parameter
A. There is a bifurcation program, AUTO 97, used in differential equations that
is capable of generating bifurcation diagrams for equations with multiple solutions
which was employed by Amundsen et al. [3]. While not generally applicable to
integro-differential equations, in our case the Fourier formulation provides a clear
avenue to treating the KdV-Fredholm equation with AUTO 97.
2. An interesting result of the derivation was th at there does not appear to be any
readily identifiable coupling effects between the horizontal and bottom forcing at
the fundamental frequency to this order of approximation. An interesting question
is how exactly do these coupling effects, assuming they exist, manifest and what
scalings are needed to have them represented in the leading order balance.
3. The main mathematical difference in the analysis of the strong forced KdV-Fredholm
and the fKdV was the possibility of two negative non-dispersive solutions arising
from the leading order integral equation. The open question here is what are the
full implications of this possibility. This is tied into the bifurcation analysis with
AUTO which we would expect would provide some insight.
4. In terms of theory development of nonlinear resonant sloshing, it seems possible
th at our derivation technique can be used on a pitching system with the coordi
nates fixed to the tank. The open question is whether or not this would lead to
an analytically tractable model equation and if so, how well does it predict the
observed wave behaviour.

A p p en d ix A
N um erical M eth od
In this Appendix we describe the numerical scheme for solving the full KdV-Fredholm
equation (3.3) in its Fourier formulation, written for cleanliness as
dtu —Ad tu + ^-udxu — %- ( u( —1, t)emx —tt(l,
—n d 2u —tcsimrx = 0. (A.l)
2
nr \
/
This can be treated numerically by a pseudo-spectral method originally proposed by
Fornberg and W hitham [15] and employed by Cox and Mortell [12] which we follow.
The method involves transforming the equation into Fourier space, time-stepping in this
space, and inverting the solution using the inverse Fourier transform to find the solution.
To do so we choose a uniformly grid with spacing Ax =

where N is an even integer.

Defining the discrete Fourier transform as
N -l

u(W, t) = T { u } (W , t) = J 2 u ( j Ax , t y - ^ w

1

(A.2)

j= o

we can transform (A .l) into discrete Fourier space giving
dtu + iir^W^Xu — iTrW^Jr{u 2 (x, t ) } ---- : (<bw(—1, t) —

1,t ))

-I- it 2 W 2[xu — —(<5i —<5_i) = 0.

(A.3)

This can now bestepped in time using standard techniques for numerical solution of
ODE’s;in our case we choose the classic Runge-Kutta 4 [33] and inverted to recover the
solution in the time-domain using the discrete inverse Fourier transform
1
u ( j A x , t ) = JF-'iii} = —

N/2
^2
W = -N /2
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